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ABSTRACT
During the National Institute of Education's (VIE)

early years of growth, the director and his staff will be making many
choices that will determine the NIE's organizational and managerial,
form and, inseparably, shape its effect on education. The purpose of
this Working Note is to present a number of different strategies for
the NIE that its managers can use as alternatives in making these
choices. In presenting these strategies the authors first discuss
some basic elements concerning organizational and managerial design
and some of the most attractive combinations of these elements. Each
of these combinations is called a strategy for the VIE. To add
concreteness, each strategy is used to generate a fully detailed
model of management procedure and organization for the NIE. The
models are not intended as blueprints for implementation in a
sequence of formally outlined steps, but rather as concrete examplars
of the alternative strategies proposed for organizing and managing
educational R&D. An extensive bibliography is provided. (Author)
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PREFACE

Planning for the National Institute of Education (NIE) has been under-

way for over two years. The first stage resulted in the President's

Message on Educational Reform of March 3, 1970, and the NIE bill intro-

duced in the. Congress. Since then, the planning activity has continued

and a number of reports on different aspects of the NIE have been pre-

pared. One of the first reports was produced by The Rand Corporation

in February 1971 (R-657-HEW, National Institute of Education: Preliminary

Plan for the Proposed Institute). In Rand's study, both the program of

activities that the NIE could undertake and an organizational plan for

the Institute were considered. Under the guidance of the NIE Planning

Unit that was formed in the Office of Education after the completion

of Rand's study, a number of additional studies on selected topics have

been undertaken to prepare for the beginning of NIEls operations. This

report is the result of one of those studies.

In addition to the Planning Unit's efforts, the Congress has care-

fully examined whether or not the NIE should be created and, if so, what

its responsibilities, methods, and activities should be. The Congress

has issued a number of reports resulting from its deliberations.

This report presents three alternative strategies for organizing

and managing the NIE during its early years. Two of these strategies

are quite different from Rand's preliminary plan for the NIE, and one

is very close to that plan. These strategies have been distilled from

Rand's research on the practices of federal agencies and industries

that support research and development (R&D) and from the research

literature on organization and management. The strategies are intended

to provide major alternative approaches from which the NIE can choose in

organizing and managing R&D and applying it to educational problems in

its early years.

Sections I and II of this report present five basic choices that

must be made in designing an organizational and managerial strategy

for the NIE. The many possible combinations of these choices are

reduced to three most attractive sets of choices, or strategies. In

Sections III, IV, and V, detailed organizational and managerial plans
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for implementing each of the strategies are presented.

There are skeptics who say that preparing generalized designs for

an R&D in'titution is a fruitless endeavor. They argue that the external

political environment is so complex and influential that it overwhelms

any presumption to consider practical ways.of deliberately constructing

and operating an organization. Others point out the limited availability

of operational theories about the best ways to organize and manage R&D.

It is argued that an organization is no more than the people in it, and

that once these people are chosen, what they will do is predetermined

their own preferences and the external environment. If true, this view

invites a prior question: What kinds of personnel should be chosen

and what should their preferences be? Certainly, these considerations

should be part of any design for an organization.

We will try to meet the challenge of the skeptics by presenting

prima facie evidence--organizational and managerial strategies that are

intrinsically different but apparently feasible. We will be concerned

with alternative responsibilities that could be assigned to NIE personnel

having certain preferences, the managerial activities these personnel

could establish, the kinds of R&D activities that could be emphasized,

and the relationships of authority between different groups within the

organization and between the organization and its environment. We will

take what we think is a different approach to presenting organizational

and managerial designs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the National Institute of Education's early years of

growth, the Director and his staff will be making many choices that

will determine the NIE's organizational and managerial form and,

inseparably, shape its effect on education. The purpose of this

Working Note is to present a number of different strategies for the

NIE that its managers Can use as alternatives in making these choices.

In presenting these strategies, we will discuss, first, some

basic elements concerning organizational and managerial design and,

second, some of the most attractive combinations of these elements.

Each of these combinations will be called a strategy for the NIE.

Third, to add concreteness, each strategy will be used to generate

a fully detailed model of management procedure and organization

for the NIE. The models are not intended as blueprints for imple-

mentation in a sequence of formally outlined steps, but rather as

concrete exemplars of the alternative strategies proposed for

organizing and managing educational R&D. These strategies would

be difficult to convey entirely in the abstract.

R&D OBJECTIVES

Both the Congress and the Executive have addressed the issue

of the NIE's objectives, and agreement on this issue has emerged.

In the remainder of this section we will present our interpretation of

these objectives and indicate the kindsof activities that the NIB

might support under each one.

The order in which the NIE's objectives are presented is not

necessarily indicative of their priority for the NIE.

Based on a number of other considerations, which will be dis-

cussed shortly, NIE managers might choose to emphasize some of the

objectives more than others. A particular emphasis would be achieved

*
Higher Education Act of 1965, Title III, as amended 23 June

1972, Sec. 405.
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by adjusting the allocation of the NIE's resources to favor high-

priority objectives. Thus, one of the basic design elements in an

R&D strategy for the NIE is the relative emphasis given to various

objectives.

The NIE's objectives are grouped into two categories: direct

objectives to create and implement R&D results, and supporting objec-

tives to improve the NIE's ability to achieve its direct objectives.

Direct Objectives

Objective I: To help solve or alleviate some important national

problems of American education in a relatively short period of time.*

There is general agreement that one NIE objective should be

to find solutions to specific, nationally important educational

problems. Efforts in support of this objective would be distinguished

from other NIE efforts to solve practical educational problems by

(1) the necessity of making significant.progress in a relatively

short period of time and (2) the criterion of selecting problems

of national importance. These distinctions would force greater

reliance on existing knowledge and capabilities and greater emphasis

on solving selected problems than in other NIE activities.

The kinds of activities that could be included under this objec-

tive are:

o Broad-scale attacks on chronic deficiencies such as unequal

access to education or ineffective use of resources.

o Solutions to priority problems such as school financing

formulas or drug abuse education.

o Exploitation of research accomplishments such as a major

advance in /earning technology.

o Responses to Office of Education priorities such as career

education models or compensatory reading curriculum.

*
Levien, R. E., National Institute of Education: Preliminary

Plan for the Proposed Institute, The Rand Corporation, R- 657 -HEW,

February 1971, p. 24.
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Objective II: To create improved educational policies and practices

through continuing programs of research, development, and evaluation.
*

This objective would involve advancing the state of educational

practice on a broad front through direct investigation of educational

phenomena and invention of educational improvements in many areas.

Consideration could be given to both local and national problems

and to all age groups. Subjects could include learning, instruction,

administration, and measurement. The effort would probably involve

a mixture of coordinated and individual projects and a wide range of

skills and backgrounds. It would doubtless require the joint partici-

pation of professionals in R&D, education, and management, as well as

members of the public community.

Some activities that NIE could support under this objective are:

o Analyses of current practice to point the way to promising

improvements.

o Experiments and demonstrations to test new educational

approaches.

o Research and development on improved methodology and

instruments for educational measurement.

o Inquiry concerning characteristics of the learning process- -

students, teachers, subject matter, and interactions among them.

o Development of curriculum and instructional improvements.

o Inquiry into improved decision policies for parents, practi-

tioners, administrators, and managers.

o Evaluations of educational programs and products.

o Construction of simulations and other quantitative models

of education systems.

Objective III: To strengthen the foundations of scientific

knowledge on which education rests.
**

The NIE's practice-improvement activities would be enhanced in

* *

Ibid., p. 29.

Ibid., p. 33.
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precision and quality by improvements in scientific knowledge regard-

ing basic physical, biological, psychological, social, and informational

processes. Atdvities implied by*this objective differ from those

implied by Objective II principally in the kinds of problems attacked

and the method used for achieving results. In building scientific

knowledge, the topics of study are ordinarily of a more universal and

fundamental nature and less directly related to the solution of practi-

cal education problems. Projects are chosen primarily for their intrin-

sic contribution to improving understanding and, most importantly,

for their potential solvability. Emphasis is placed on understanding

phenomena and problems that are important to education, but it is

not the primary criterion. Nevertheless, scientific advancement often

opens frontiers for practice. When these advances occur, they are

usually significant enough to affect large segments of the population

over long periods of time.

Strengthening the foundations of scientific knowledge includes

activities such as:

o Philosophical and historical inquiry into the goals of

education.

o Experimental and conceptual inquiry into individual learning.

and intellectual growth.

o Experimental and conceptual inquiry into educational measure-

ment.

o Experimental inquiry into the physiology of learning.

o Experimental and conceptual inquiry into group interactions

affecting education.

o Experimental and conceptual inquiry into societal interactions

affecting education.

o Longitudinal studies of educational phenomena and maintenance

of carrier populations for experiment.
*

*
J. Gallagher and J. Sperling (eds.), Research Directions for the

'708 for Child Development, Frank Porter Graham Child Development
Center, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, 1972, pp. 15-17.
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Objective IV; To link. R&D with all components of educational

policymaking and practice.

A chronic problem in educational R&D has been a failure to link

R&D with educational policy and practice. The purposes of linking

R&D with educational policymaking and practice are to aid in directing

R&D toward actual needs and foster widespread use of R&D results in

educational practice. This can involve a large lumber of activities,

including the following:

o Operation of a network of educational extension agents

(for example, one modeled on the system of county agents and

extension specialists used in agricultural R&D).

o Sponsorship of field demonstrations of R&D results.

o Provision of fellowships for practitioners and other R&D

users to work in R&D institutions.

o Inclusion of practitioners and other R&D users on project

review panels, and advisory councils.

o Funding local school districts to establish organizational

units that conduct R&D.

o Organization of resource centers where practitioners and others

can find solutions to problems.

o Support for a mechanized dissemination system for distribut-

ing R&D results.

o Support for a mechanized data-collection system for detecting

educational problems.

In this Working Note we will consider alternatives for linking

R&D to external communities at the strategic level, but we will not

present detailed models for implementing the linkage strategies. At

the detailed level, our attention will be limited to organizing and

managing R&D. We will exclude organizing and managing the linkage of

R&D to policymaking and practice. In our judgment, the task of develop-

ing detailed models for organizing and managing implementation is so

complex that it should be considered in a separate analysis.



Supporting Objectives.

Objective V: To conduct a pzogram of policy studies on the

problems of American education and educational R&D.

The NIE, Director will be responsible for allocating resources to

the NIE's programs and establishing overall managerial and organiza-

tional policies. In making these decisions, the Director will

consider the problems of American education and determine how educa-

tional R&D can be most effective in resolving these problems. To

assist the Director in considering these factors, a program of policy

study of education and educational R&D should be conducted within

the NIE. The policy study program would provide the Director with

recommendations for and assistance in the planning of new NIE programs,

assessments of existing NIE programs, and recommendations for improved

organizational and managerial policies--all based on studies of the

state of American education.

The current NIE legislation specifies that the Director of the

NIE will be responsible to the Assistant Secretary of Education in

the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. As part of this

responsibility, the Director will be called upon to assess the

implications of educational R&D for federal educational policies

considered by the Assistant Secretary. The NIE's policy study pro-

gram could support the Director in meeting this responsibility as

well. In perforaing this function, the policy studies program

would provide a vital link between educational R&D and educational

policymaking.

Policy study differs from other kinds of R&D activity in a

number of ways. First, it is decision-oriented: its purpose is to

generate and evaluate alternative ways to make a particular decision.

Secondly, it is ordinarily high-level and contextually specific.

The decisions studied are ones made by high -level management in a parti-

cular organization. Thirdly, policy study is best performed by

*
Higher Education Act of 1965, Title III, as amended 23 June

1972, Sec. 405.



multilisciplinary teams, since typically a broad range of social

economic, technical, and political factors are considered, and a

wide range of methodologies are employed.

Objective VI: To improve the quality and quantity of educational

R&D manpower In subject areas and skills where the need is great.

Almost every activity undertaken by NIE will have the indirect

effect of training educational R&D manpower or building institutional

capacity, or both. This objective implies the need for activities

aimed at the direct development of the supply of competent educational

R&D manpower. This can be done ia a number of possible ways:

o Attraction of highZy qualified R&D performers from other

fields into educational R&D.

o Traineeships, particularly for university students, for

instruction in skills and subject areas.

o On- the -job subsidies for trainees to participate in R&D

projects.

Objective VII: To increase the number of effective educational

R&D institutions.

This objective implies the need for activities to support the

development of permanent institutions for conducting educational R&D.

A number of methods can be used to build R&D institutions directly:

o Grants to institutions for the support of R&D in designated

subject areasR&D centers.

o Grants to institutions for the support of R&D in undesignated

subject areas in amounts determined by criteria not directly

dependent on performanceformula grants.

o Grants to institutions for the purpose of paying overhead and

other institutional costs--core grunts.

Levien, op. cit., p. 36.
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These methods can be used either for developing new institutions in

areas of need or for maintaining existing ones on a continuing basis.

Balanced Approach

Our strategies for organizing and managing the NIE will be based

on the assumption that has guided most NIE planning, that some R&D

activity responsive to each of the objectives should be supported in

every strategy in order to maintain a balanced educational R&D system.

It appears that few R &D agencies have adopted this policy in their

early years; thus, the NIE would be relatively unique in adopting a

balanced approach to the support of R&D.
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II. BASIC ELEMENTS IN ORGANIZATIONAL AND MANAGERIAL DESIGN

ORGANIZATIONAL DESIGN

Two basic elements in designing an organization are the division

of responsibility among the major units of the organization and the

organizational structure. "Division of responsibility" refers to the

assignment of activities to the various parts of an organization. It

is usually reflected in the labels that appear in the boxes of an

organization chart. "Organizational structure" refers to the method

used to coordinate activities that require cooperation among an

organization's major parts. It is sometimes reflected in the

arrangement of connections among the boxes of an organization chart.

These two considerations are not the sole determinants of organization,

but they do make.a significant difference in how an organization

functions and, presumably, how well it,accomplishes its objectives.

Division of Responsibility

A basic concept in organization theory is the notion of a superior/

subordinate relationship between a director and a number of working

groups called major units. Each major unit in an organization is

assigned a share of the total responsibility.

The purpose of this section is to discuss desirable alternatives

for the division of the NIE's responsibilities among major units.

Other aspects of the relationships among these major subunits and

between the major subunits and the director will be deferred 'until

the next subsection entitled "Organizational Structure."

The NIE's mission could be divided among major units in a number

of ways. Among the most commonly suggested are:

o By scientific discipline. The scientific disciplines relevant

to education can be grouped into general categories. One

suggested categorization includes natural sciences, social

sciences, behavioral sciences, and information sciences.
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o By school-age group. The division of responsibility by

school-age categories does not have to coincide with the

usual divisions of the education system, but other categor-

izations might be awkward. The education system divides

easily into early childhood, elementary, secondary, higher

education, adult education, and continuing education.

o By geography. Division of responsibility could be determined

by geographic region: 'northwest, west, north central,

mid-central, south, and northeast.

o By problem, area. A comprehensive categorization of problems

of educational R&D is more difficult to develop in education

than in some other social problem areas. In health, the

categories could be cancer, neurological disease, arthritis,

metabolic diseases, and so forth. In education, one possible

categorization
*

is equal access to education, the quality

of education, and effective use of resources.

o By subject area. Subject areas are distinguished from problem

areas principally in that subject areas denote fundamental

categories of continuing concern, while problems are assumed

to be topical and finite. In health, for example, the optical

system and the cardiovascular system are subject areas. In

education, a possible categorization of subject areas is:

the instruction and learning process, administration and

management, measurement and evaluation, and education systems

(strategic alternatives in education).

o By R&D objectives. Since we have proposed seven NIE objectives,

the NIE could have seven major units, or some of the objectives

could be combined to yield fewer major units. A possible

grouping would be: national problem-solving (Objective I);

research and development, including fundamental research

*
Levien, R. E., National 'institute of'Sducation: Preliminary Plan

for the Proposed institute, R- 657 -HEW, The Rand Corporation, February 1971.



(Objective III), practice-oriented R&D (Objective II),

linkage of R&D with all components of educational policy-

making and practice (Objective IV), improving educational

R&D manpower (Objective VI), and institutional development

(Objective VII); and policy study (Objective V).

Although there are many ways to divide responsibility among the

NIE's major organizational units, two appear to be more advantageous

than the others: division by subject area and division by R&D

objectives. The following reasons are given:

o Division by scientific discipline would pose problems if the

NIE were to support the seven proposed R&D objectives. Most

of these objectives require major contributions from performers

outside the academic disciplines, and these performers would

be likely to be deterred from contributing if the NIE were

aligned solely with the academic disciplines.

o Division by school-age group would align the NIE's major

units with components in the existing education system and

the Office of Education, since both use the categories of

pre-school,
*

elementary, secondary, and higher education.

Such an alignment would match the highly organized groups of

practitioners and researchers associated with each of these

sections with the NIE's major units. This 'correspondence could

be expected to inhibit the generation of unconventional or

cross-cutting solutions to educational problems and to

increase the chance that the NIE would become the "captive"

of strong, existing educational constituency groups.

o Division by geography would split the NIE into several

regional and, presumably, Identical institutes. As a result,

the scarce supply of funds, knowledge, and educational R&D

management personnel would be distributed across several

*The Office of Education does not have an early childhood

bureau.
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almost managerially separate institutions, and consequently

their effect would be diluted.

o Division by problem area would appeal to some of the NIE's

sources of financial and constituency support, but would also

create some difficulties. The division of responsibility by

problem area would tend to discourage long-range, knowledge-

building activities in favor of short-term problem-solving

activities, and would tend to increase the danger of insti-

tutionalizing a particular set of problems and resource

allocations in the NIE's organizational structure.

Division by subject area is a desirable alternative. Subject

areas can be chosen to cut across age groups, research disciplines,

and problems, leaving considerable resource allocation flexibility.

Division by R&D objectives is also a desirable alternative since

the full range of R&D performers and practitioners could be expected

to be attracted to such an organization, and resource allocation

flexibility among education problems would not be hindered. Division

by R&D objectives would attract performers because each specialty

(fundamental researchers, developers, policy researchers, and so forth)

could find a unit aligned with their time perspective and professional

goals. Resources could be easily reallocated among problems: activities

could be changed within the major units to reflect changing

problem priorities without the necessity of significantly altering

the proportion of resources allocated to each R&D objective. Since

there is no compelling rationale for deciding what proportion of the

NIE's resources ought to be allocated to each R&D objective at any

point in time, these proportions are not likely to require as frequent

adjustment as are problem priorities.

Thus, two alternatives for dividing responsibility among the NIE's

major units seem most desirable: division by subject area and division

by R&D objective, If division by subject area is chosen, most of the

The alternative of labeling the major units by problem, but
designing a management mechanism to support entirely different objectives,

is ruled .out.
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R&D objectives will have to be supported in each major unit. If

division by R&D objective is chosen, most subject areas will be of

concern to each unit.

Although division by disciplines, school-age groups, geography,

and problem area does not seem desirable for the major units of the

NIE, these divisions would be appropriate and desirable within the NIE's

major units of organization. However, different divisions would be

appropriate within different major units. Division by discipline,

for example, would be appropriate in a major unit responsible for

fundamental research but not within one responsible for problem-

solving.

Organizational Structure

There are three different ways of relating and coordinating the

efforts among the major units of an organization; each represents a

basic organizational structure. These three basic variants, which

have been used by federal agencies and indust-ial firms in conducting

R&D, are the.linear structure, the linked structure, and the.matrix

structure. The linear structure is the simplest form and is probably

the most commonly used by R&D organizations. The linked and matrix

structures are more complex forms that are used to increase

coordination among the major units of an R&D organization.

Coordination, in general, involves the exchange of information

and the allocation of responsibility among separate activities not

immediately under a common manager. Some specific types of coordination

needed in organizations are:

o Sharing knowledge, experiences, and capabilities.

o Exchanging information on progress, problems, and prospects.

o Assigning responsibility for interrelated activities.

o Determining trade-offs among conflicting objectives.

o Pooling resources to achieve mutually beneficial effects.

Linear Organizational Structure. The linear organizational

structure is characterized by an agency director who delegates work
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responsibility and a number of major units that are equal in stature

and subordinate to the director's authority. Since each employee

reports both administratively (for promotions and rewards) and sub-

stantively (for guidance in work activities) to his immediate super-

visor, the linear structure has vertical lines of authority. An

outline of the linear structure is shown in Fig. 1.

Any method of dividing responsibility described in the previous

section can be used in the linear structure. Agency directors usually

divide responsibilities so as to minimize the degree of overlap among

the units, although sometimes responsibilities are overlapped intention-

ally to provide greater flexibility in allocating resources and

stimulate competition among the major units. The conventional view,

however, is that overlapping responsibilities costs more in internecine

conflict than is gained in flexibility and competitively stimulated

performance.

Coordination among the major units is achieved through the direct

management effort'of the agency director. The channels of coordination

are, therefore, primarily vertical, passing up and down the lines of

authority, to and from the director's office. Horizontal contacts

among major units would be relatively infrequent.

More complex organizations may require increased horizontal

coordination among major units. The following two organizational

structures may be useful.

Linked Organizational Structure. The linked organizational

structure is characterized by two mechanisms that increase horizontal

coordination: (1) responsibility for coordination is assigned to a

separate major unit that is neutral and equal in stature with the

other major units, and (2) key working groups from different major

*Neutral in regard to its predominant orientation toward the
objectives of any particular major unit. The coordinating unit would,

however, be an advocate on selected program issues. A coordinating

unit should not be oriented so that it is viewed by the other major
units as consistently favoring one or some of the major units
(P. R. Lawerence and J. W. Lorsch, "New Management Job: The Inte-
grator," Harvard Business Review, Vol. 45, No. 6, November- December

1967, p. 147).
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Fig. 1 -- Linear organizational structure

Director

Unit Director Unit Director Unit Director

Division of
Responsibil4K o Any method of dividing responsibility

among the major units can be used in the
linear structure; e.g., division by
discipline, subject area, etc.

o The major units' responsibilities can be
shared to promote allocation flexibility
and competition or assigned individually
to minimize conflict.

Supervisory
Relationships o Each employee works permanently in one

major unit.

o Employees are supervised both admin-
istratively (promotions) and substantively
(work activities) by their major unit
director; authority patterns are vertical.

Mechanisms for
Coordination o The organization's director is responsible

for coordination among the major units.

o The channels of communication and contact
within the organization are predominantly
vertical, that is, between employees
and their supervisor.

o Horizontal coordination among major
units is achieved by communi-
cation through authority channels.
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uni,:s are collocated with each other to facilitate communication.

Each of these mechanisms can be applied separately in any organization

to increase horizontal coordination, but they are included as the

dual features of a linked organizational structure because both

increase horizontal coordination by bringing work groups together

without significantly changing authority patterns. The linked

structure is shown in Fig. 2.

The major unit responsible for coordination in the linked

structure is called an integrating unit. Since the integrating unit

is equal in stature to the other major units, coordination is not

imposed by the director's authority as in the linear structure,

but encouraged and monitored through cooperation with the integrating

unit. The lines of authority in the other major units would not be

significantly altered by the presence of the integrating unit, so

conflicts could be resolved by recourse to the director if necessary.

However, most coordination would be achieved through negotiation and

exchange among equals, with the integrating unit performing an

initiating and mediating role.

The responsibilities of an integrating unit should include, in

general:

o Examining the external environment to determine current

problems and estimate future problems requiring R&D attention.

o Organizing internal efforts to address these problems by

bringing together appropriate skills within the organization

and initiating work efforts.

o Monitoring progress in the major units to determine diffi-

culties and convey findings to the other major units.

o Resolving intraorganizational conflicts arising among

different work groups.

The integrating unit should not have the sole responsibility for

carrying out any of the organization's R&D objectives, except for

Ibid., pp. 142-151.
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Fig. 2 -- Linked organizational structure

Collocation of Major
Unit Personnel

Major
Units

Unit Director

Director

Unit Direc r Unit Director

Unit Director

Integrating
Unit

Division of
Responsibility o Any division of responsibility among the

major units can be used in the linked
structure; e.g., discipline, subject
area, etc.

Supervisory
Relationships o Each employee works permanently in one

major unit.

Mechanisms for
Coordination

o Employees are supervised both administratively
(promotions) and substantively (work
activities) by their major unit directors;
authority patterns are vertical.

o An integrating unit is responsible for
coordinating among the major units. The

integrating unit is equal in authority
to the other major units and adopts a neutral
position in dealing with the other major units.

o Coordination is also achieved through
selective collocation of major unit personnel.

o Horizontal coordination among major
units is achieved through cooperative
efforts stimulated by the integrating
unit and through collocation.
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some types of policy study activities included under Objective V. The

integrating unit should, however, directly assist the other major

units in carrying out their responsibilities (for example, by providing
*

direct ass stance in program planning and evaluation/. The involvement

of the integrating unit in the everyday activities of the other major

units would be a principal means of influencing program content and

management policy.

The types of policy studies that the integrating unit should

undertake are problem analyses and decision analysis studies directly

useful in coordinating the NIE programs. These studies could be a

substantial portion of the integrating unit's total activities without

violating the integrating unit concept. All other policy studies,

particularly those with abroad, long-range orientation, should probably

be performed elsewhere in the organization. There are two reasons

for this. First, the integrating unit should be primarily involved

in the day-to-day management of the NIE, which would be incompatible

with the perspective needed for conducting long-range policy studies.

Secondly, if the integrating unit assumed responsibility for long-

range, broad perspective policy studies, it would be shifted away

from its necessary position of neutrality in relation to the orienta-

tions of the other major units. However, while not responsible for

performing these long-range policy studies, the integrating unit should

definitely include that activity as part of its coordinative role.

One example of an integrating unit is the Systems Engineering

Department in the Bell Telephone Laboratories. Systems Engineering

is responsible for monitoring the interfaces between basic research

laboratories, components laboratories, system development laboratories

and production, and guiding the work in these units toward Bell system

needs. Additional examples of integrating units can be found in other

industrial R&D organizations.

The second mechanism for increasing coordination in a linked

structure--collocation of key working groups from major units--

Ibid., pp. 142-151.
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is a way of overcoming communication barriers existing among working

groups that do not report directly to a common director. Collocating

these groups without changing the organizational structure, even to the

extent of moving a working group away from its major unit, is usually

effective in eliminating the communication barrier. In general, it

has been found that collocation is not effective unless it is "close,"

which means that collocation on the same site but in separate budld-

ings, or even on different floors of the same building, is rarely

sufficient to generate enough intergroup contact.

In the Bell Telephone Laboratories, horizontal communication is

needed between engineering development laboratories and Western

Electric manufacturing facilities. These facilities are separated

organizationally and geographically, but must coordinate their efforts.

To achieve this coordination, some personnel from the development

laboratories and some from Systems Engineering work in the Western

Electric manufacturing facilities alongside Western Electric production

engineers.

One criticism of the linked structure is that the integrating

unit's role in an organization is ambiguous. The integrating unit

is accountable for an organization's total performance but has no

authority to command action, which is an unattractive situation for

many managers. Moreover, the contribution of members of an integrating

unit to the overall effort is difficult to.identify, which makes

their performance difficult to assess.

Matrix Organizational Structure. One solution for the problems

that arise in linked organizations is to achieve coordination by

having an employee in an organization work for two supervisors, each

having different responsibilities, but each with a need to coordinate

his efforts with other activities in the organization. This leads

to a matrix organizational structure. Matrix structures have been

adopted by a number of R&D organizations, including the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard Space Flight Center

and the National Cancer Institute.

*
J. D. Morton, Organization and Innovation: A Systems Approach

to Technical Management, McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1971, p. 62.
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The matrix structure is characterized by the division of an organ-

ization's responsibilities into two classes; each of the classes is

called a dimension of the organization. These dimensions are then

divided into one or more major units of organization according to one

of the divisions of responsibility discussed in the previous section.

Different divisions of responsibility can be chosen for each dimension.

Coordination is achieved in this organizational arrangement by

having many of the personnel in the organization work for the directors

of two major units, one in each dimension of organization. Usually,

employees report administratively (for promotions and rewards) to one

of the major unit directors and substantively (for direction 4:6 work

activities) to one or both major unit directors. This two-dimensional

arrangement is the source of the term "matrix" for this organizational

structure. The matrix organizational structure is summarized in

Fig. 3, in which the "matrixing" of personnel reporting is indicated

by overlapping the boxes representing major units on one dimension

of organization with the boxes representing major units on the other

dimension. The intersections represent personnel who report to the

two respective major unit directors.

An employee's reporting relationship can be one in which no

substantive work is performed for the major unit director to whom

an employee reports administratively or one in which different

substantive tasks are performed simultaneously for both major unit

directors. Also, employees can be collocated with either of the major

units, or with both, depfulding on the degree and type of coordination

desired.

Experience with the matrix structure in R&D management indicates

that it is important to adopt the following organizational policies:

o The programs or projects in one dimension of organization

should be temporary; that is, last only a few years and then

be disbanded.

o The major units in the other dimension of organization should

have responsibility for and funds to pursue some of the

organization's R&D objectives.
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Fig. 3 -- Matrix organizational structure

Director

Division of
Responsibility o Part of the organization's responsibility is

divided among major units in Dimension A, part
among major units in Dimension B.

o Different divisions of responsibility can be
used in each dimension.

Supervisory
Relationships

Mechanisms for
Coordination

o Each employee reports administratively (promotions)
to one major unit director.

o Most employees report substantively (work activities)
to two major unit directors.

o Authority relationships are two-dimensional and
are, therefore, matrixed.

c Horizontal coordination across major units is
achieved through dual supervisory relationships.
These relationships are equivalent, in effect,
to transferring personnel frequently among major units.
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The first policy reduces competition for staff between the directors

of major units on different dimensions. When the major units in both

dimensions are permanent, the experience has generally been that to

prevent the loss of staff to other units, unit directors discourage

-lharing arrangements and undervalue the assistance that personnel

provide to other units. Both factors tend to decrease the incentive

that employees have to work for two major unit directors, which in the

long run results in a converriion of the matrix structure to a linear

structure.

The second policy is intended to provide the major units on the

permanent dimension with the means for building a broad base of

personnel resources. The broader this base, the more quickly and

authoritatively the major units on the temporary dimension will be

able to respond to new responsibilities and activities by drawing from

the permanent pool. Another reason for the second policy is that it

aids in recruiting competent management talent for the permanent

dimensions. Most managers need to have some responsibility for

allocating resources as a component of job satisfaction.

Selecting an Organizational Structure. Research on industrial

R&D organizations and observation of government R&D agencies indicate

that R&D organizations perform more efficiently if there is (1) high

differentiation in skills, professional goals, time perspective, and

degree of control among an organization's major working units; and,

simultaneously, (2) high integration (coordination) of those major

working units. These observations favor either the linked or the

matrix forms of organization, since these structures facilitate

grouping similar personnel together in separate major units (differen-

tiation) and coordinating the individual efforts of these units

toward common purposes (integration). The linear structure does not

hrIve- these advantages, but-it-will-not be eliminated from consideration

P. R. Lawrence and J. W. Lorsch, Organization and Environment:
Management Differentiation and Integration, Richard D. Irwin, Inc.,
Homewood, Illinois, 1969.
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because of its widespread use in federal R&D agencies. Consequently,

each of these three organizational structures will be considered for

the NIE.

BASIC MANAGEMENT STYLES

The management process for an R&D program can be divided into

seven parts, as shown in Fig. 4: program planning, project generation,

project selection, project monitoring, project utilization, project

evaluation, and program evaluation. The five activities relating to

project management are usually performed in a closed, continuing cycle,

which will be called program development. All seven activities are

described in detail in Table 1.

Program
Planning

Program
Evaluation

Project
Selection

Project
Generation

Project
Evaluation

/
Project ------40 Project

Monitoring Utilization

Fig. 4 -- Relationships among parts of the R&D management process

By choosing particular policies for each part of the R&D manage-

ment process, it is possible to create different overall management

styles for managing R&D. Five different management styles are presented

in this section. The criterion for choosing policies to create these

styles is the degree of control over program content exerted by

federal program managers. The styles range from directed management

with considerable control over program content to management with
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Table 1

THE R&D MANAGEMENT PROCESS

R&D Management Process Activities

Program planning

Detection and incubation of new program ideas.
Determination of an initial program strategy

anand objectives.
Reassessment and readjustment of program

objectives and allocation priorities
(a continual process).

Program development
a

Project- generation: creation of project
concepts and preparation of proposals
(responsive to program objectives and
program evaluations).

Project selection: determination of projects
to support (responsive to program
objectives).

Project monitoring: technical assistance
to project performers, communication of
problems and results among projects,
assessment of substantive progress,
redirection of effort, and fiscal auditing.

Project utilization: encouraging the use
of project results.

Project evaluation: assessment of project
accomplishments, recommendations for future
efforts, and evaluation of project performer

Program evaluation
b

Assessment of the substantive and managerial
accomplishments of a program or programs.

Recommendations for changes in program
objectives, priorities, and management.

aerogram development is described in terms of a number of
interrelated projects.

b
Program evaluation and program planning have assessment of

program objectives and priorities as common activities, indicating
an area of overlap.

S.
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little or no control. The choice of styles to span this range is

somewhat arbitrary since, as readers will observe, there is actually

a continuum of possible styles between these two extremes.

Management policies can be implemented in a number of ways so that

considerable variation in management procedures and techniques is

possible. Many of these variations are discussed in detail in

Secs. III through V.

Directive Management Style

The directive management style outlined in Table 2 provides the

most control by federal managers over program content. The principal

distinguishing feature of this style is its almost total reliance on

internal staff to perform all management activities. All program

decisions are made by internal management staff in close consultation

with a large, highly qualified intramural research staff. Unlike

any of the other management styles, each part of the management process

receives about equal emphasis.

Observations of existing R&D organizations suggest that in

managing highly directed R&D it is extremely important to have a large,

intramural R&D staff available to use as consultants in decisionmaking

and as a source of program and project ideas. Without a staff that
**

is integrated with the management team, several difficulties are

likely to arise. One is that significant R&D events and opportunities

may too frequently pass inrecognized and unexploited. Another is

that decisions may be made with inadequate information because of

the inconveniences of using a large number of external consultants

and the unfamiliarity of those consultants with other aspects of a,

directed program. A third difficulty is that progran coherence may

be lost by relying on external sources for project ideas; this reli-

ance divorces project generation from program planning and separates

what should be highly interactive activities in directed management.

Most federal R&D agencies rely on the external scientific
community to a greater or lesser extent in many management activities.

* *
Internal consultants.
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Table 2

DIRECTIVE MANAGEMENT STYLE

GENERAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES

All decisions are made by internal, centralized management staff.
Decisionmakers rely on intramural research staff as the principal

source of technical advice and assistance. Consequently, the
intramural staff should be large and highly competent.

Equal effort is devoted to all parts of the R&D management process.
A high ratio of management staff to project budget is maintained.

PROGRAM PLANNING POLICIES

Programs are planned in detail and continually replanned.
Specific end objectives are determined.
A written plan is produced to explicitly identify important

independent variables (the alternatives) and dependent
variables (the end objectives and intermediate objectives).

A system for measuring progress is established and used for
management control.

Activities are coordinated for convergence to the planned end.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Project ideas are generated internally.
Project selection and performer selection are separate activities.

Projects are selected by internal staff to fit the overall
plan.

Potential performers bid on the selected projects.
A contract should be awarded to the bidder offering the best
balance of (1) responsiveness to project objectives,
(2) technical expertise, and (3) low cost. Contractors

should be selected by internal staff.
Project performance is closely monitored.

Technical assistance is provided.
Progress toward project objectives is reviewed and efforts

redirected as needed.
A plan for project utilization is included as part of every

project.
All projects are carefully evaluated.

The internal staff analyzes project results to find
implications for further work.

Each performer's accomplishment is recorded and kept on
file for future reference in awarding contracts.

PROGRAM EVALUATION POLICIES

Programs are regularly and frequently evaluated.
Progress toward program objectives is reviewed.
Revisions in program objectives and management procedures

are recommended.
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Agencies that use a directed management style (for a portion of

their total program) are NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center and the

National Cancer Institute.

Centralized Management Style

Every management policy included in the directed management style

serves to maximize management's control over program substance. By

relaxing some of these policies, a management style with an inter-

mediate level of directedness can be created. The policies for

implementing this type of management, which will be called the

centralized management style, are listed in Table 3.

The principal difference between directed management and central-

ized management is that centralized management makes greater use of

the external R&D performer community to generate :Iroject ideas,

consult on project selection, and participate in program evaluations.

In addition, program planning in centralized management is less

detailed; it is limited to statements of program objectives and

priorities that are disseminated to the external R&D community,

although internal management and intramural research staff might

determine some research topics related to a particular objective

(equivalent to identifying independent and dependent variables of

high-priority interest in Table 3) and solicit project proposals

directed to those topics.

The National Science Foundations' Research Applied to National

Needs (RANN) program uses a style of management very similar to this

centralized management approach.

Interventionist Management Style

A third management style is created by further relaxation of

the policies for exerting control over program substance. The result

will be called the interventionist manaftemont style. Program content

is determined largely by the interests of the external R&D community;

the management staff intervenes in neglected and emerging problem

areas to stimulate greater interest in the R&D community.

All program decisions are made by the management staff, but they

rely entirely on the performing community for consultation and.advice.
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Table 3

CENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT STYLE

GENERAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES

All decisions are made by internal, centralized management staff.
Decicionmakers rely on both intramural research staff and extra-
mural performers for technical advice and assistance.

More effort is devoted to the program planning and project
selection than to the other parts of the management process.

A moderate ratio of management staff to project budget is
maintained.

PROGRAM PLANNING POLICIES

Program are formally planned but in less detail than in the
directive management style.

General end objectives and priorities among these objectives
are determined and supported with analytical evidence.

Some independent and dependent variables of high-priority
interest are identified.

Information regarding program objectives and high-priority
interests is disseminated to prospective performers.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Project ideas are generated by the performer community.
Projects are selected by the internal staff.

The portfolio of projects is balanced regarding (1) program
objectives, (2) technical quality,and (3) opportunity to
support a promising new R&D performer.

Performers are awarded contracts for performing the proposed
work.

Extramural performers are consulted on project selection.
Project performance is not closely monitored.

Progress toward project objectives is reviewed.
A plan for project utilization is included as part of every

project.
Projects are evaluated.

The internal staff analyzes project results to find implica-
tions for further work.

PROGRAM EVALUATION POLICIES

Programs are regularly evaluated, but at infrequent intervals.
Revisions in program objectives and management procedures

are recommended.
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Program planning is limited to identifying gap areas and nurturing

promising new kinds of activities, but most of the management staff's

efforts are devoted to project selection. Performance is not closely

monitored, but programs are periodically evaluated primarily to assist

the management staff and the performing community in reassessing what

the program priorities should be for the future. A detailed descrip-

tion of this interventionist management style is given in Table 4.

The National Science Foundation's Research Division uses

interventionist management in many of its programs.

Decentralized Management

Decentralizing decisionmaking authority and most management

functions to regional R &D facilities creates a fourth management

style. The management staff at the federal level retains about the

same amount of program control as in the interventionist management

by evaluating each regional facility's program on a regular basis

to assess program changes that should be made. These evaluations

are then used in determining the share of resources that each regional

facility should receive. The decentralized management style is

described in Table 5.

A form of management similar to the decentralized style is used

by the Cooperative. State Research Service in the Department of Agri-

culture to manage the State Agricultural Experiment Stations. The

National Institutes of Health also use this type of management in a

number of R&D centers associated with universities.

Laissez-Faire Management

Minimum control over program content can be achieved by empha-

sizing the project selection part of management and relying on a

panel of peers from the R&D community to select projects. The internal

staff retains only the indirect influence of affecting the choice

of peer reviewers as its principal means of controlling program

substance. It is difficult for the internal staff to determine the total

composition of the peer review panels when the panel has decisionmaking

authority. The laissez-faire management style is described in Table 6.
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Table 4

INTERVENTIONIST MANAGEMENT STYLE

GENERAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES

All decisions are made by internal, centralized management staff.
Decisionmakers rely on extramural performers as the principal

source of technical advice and assistance.
More effort is devoted to project selection than to any other
parts of the management process.

A moderate ratio of management staff to project budget is
maintained.

PROGRAM PLANNING POLICIES

Programs are planned informally.
Substantive gap areas are identified in consultation with

extramural performers and the R&D user community.
The significance of problems is assessed as a guide to

allocating funds within and among programs.
The management staff recruits performers in gap areas and

priority areas as a means of shifting priorities.
Conferences and workshops are conducted to stimulate

coordination and communication.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Projects are proposed almost entirely by the performer cam:amity
instead of internal staff.

Projects are selected by management staff.
The portfolio of projects is balanced regarding (1) program

priorities, (2) technical quality, and (3) opportunity to
support promising new R&D performers.

Performers are supported by a grant to perform the proposed

work.
Extramural R&D performers are consulted on project selection.

Project performance is not closely monitored.
Projects are evaluated.

The internal staff analyzes project results to find implica-
tions for further work.

PROGRAM EVALUATION POLICIES

Program are- regularly evaluated, but at infrequent intervals.
Revisions in program priorities and management procedures

are recommended.
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Table 5

DECENTRALIZED MANAGEMENT STYLE

GENERAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Decisionmaking authority is shared with a number of
regional facilities.

Decisionmakers rely on extramural performers as the
principal source of technical advice and assistance.

More emphasis is given to program evaluation than to the
other parts of the management process; regional decisionmakers
emphasize the other parts.

A moderate ratio of management staff to project budget is maintained.

PROGRAM PLANNING POLICIES .

Each region plans its atm RAD programs.
Federal managers assist the regions in program planning.
Federal managers audit the program plans to check for
duplication of effort across regions.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Projects are generated by regional performers.
Projects are selected by regional management.
Projects are monitored by regional management.
Projects are evaluated by regional management.

PROGRAM EVALUATION POLICIES

Federal managers regularly evaluate the regional programs.
Progress toward program objectives is reviewed.
Revisions in program objectives and management procedures

are recommended.
The evaluation results are used as a basis for allocating

resources to the regions.
The evaluation results are incorporated in regional planning.
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Table 6

LAISSEZ-FAIRE MANAGEMENT STYLE

GENERAL MANAGEMENT POLICIES

Decisions are made by a panel of extramural R&D performers.
These extramural AID performers rely primarily on their own

expertise in decisionmaking.
Project selection is the only part of management that is

emphasized.
A low ratio of management staff to project budget is maintained.

PROGRAM PLANNING POLICIES

Programs are not regularly planned.

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT POLICIES

Projects are generated by extramural performers.
Projects are selected by a panel of extramural AID performers.
Performers are supported by a grant to perform the proposed work.
Projects are not substantively monitored or evaluated.

PROGRAM EVALUATION POLICIES

Programs are rarely evaluated.
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Summary of Management Styles

The five distinct management styles are summarized in Table 7.

The effect of each policy on the management is marked by a symbol:

a plus sign (+) indicates increased control, a minus sign (-)

indicates decreased control, and a zero (0) indicates intermediate

control. The overall pattern of symbols displays graphically the

extent to which some of the management styles provide more program

control than others.

Although the degree of control over program content has been the

criterion for developing alternative management styles, it is not

the only criterion that could have been used. Ability to attract

R&D talent into a field of R&D, receptiveness to new ideas, and

freedom from conflicts of interest are some of the other criteria

that could have been used. The management styles presented here do

not necessarily compare to each other in the same way in terms of

these other criteria as they do in terms of ability to exert program

control.

PLANS FOR ORGANIZING THE R&D PERFORMER COMMUNITY

The final basic element of the NIE's design is a plan for organ-

izing the R&D performer community for maximum effect on educational

practice. Studies of R&D suggest that R&D organizations have to make

four basic choices in deciding how to organize their performer

communities:

1. How will high technical quality be ensured in the R&D

conducted?

2. How will the educational R&D conducted be made relevant

to practice?

3. How will the R&D results achieved be translated into changes

in educational practice?

. HOW will constituency support for R&D be-established in

the user and the R&D communities?

Each of these choices can be made in a number of ways. Thus, there
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SUMMARY. OF MANAGEMENT STYLES

Nenagment Policies

Type of Isnespeent

Directive Centralised Intelyentionist Decentralised Laisses-Pairs

General Mmegewmat Policies

Decision authority

Source of expertise for
dacisionmakers

Emhart. on parts of the
management process

Ratio of mmegemot staff to
project budget

Internal manage-
met staff (m)

Intramural staff
CO

All parts alpha-
sexed equally
(M)

Rigb (m)

Internal OND480-
met staff (M)

Intramural staff
end extramural
performers (0)

Program phoning
and project
selection (0)

Nod (0)

bastes' =nags-
neat staff (e)

extramural per-
formers (-)

Project selection
( -)

Moderate (0)

Shared with re-
sloped diets-
lommehers (-)

Performers in
regional
facility (-)

Program "value-

tion (0)

Nederete (0)

eatrammal per-
formers (-)

extramural per-
formers (-)

Project selection
(-)

Low (-)

Program Planning Policies Specific abide-
times (M)

MOIMUMMAC of
progress (M)

Convergence of
activities (I)

Written plans (m)

General objet- Cap area ideati-
riven (0) fled (01

lay projects 'Timificance of
identified ( I) pwobleme

Information an assessed (0)
program objet- Performers **-
time dieser crusted (M)
'mated (")

Plans prepared by

Tellatma(-)

No regular plea-
slog (-)

Program Development Policies

Project Generation

Project Selection

Project Nbeitoring

Project Utilisation

Project [valuation

Intramural and
eseasement

staff (M)

Contract to per-
form specific
tank 'raided to
olester of pro-

posed camps-
tition (M):
selection by
internal staff
using intro-
aural advice
(M)

Close meitorIng
for substance
(e)

Plan included in
proposal (*)

Rigorous perfone-
mica evaluation
for use in sub-
"meant wards
Oh substan-
tive review (M)

. .

Management staff Extramural per
sad extramural formers (-)
performers (0)

Proposed volt Proposed volt
done on con- supported on
tract ("); ea- a grant ( -);

lection by selection by
internal staff !sternal
using extra- using extra-
mural and it moral advice
*tenure' (0)

advice (0)

Partial monitor- No moottoring(-)
lug for sub-
stance (0)

Plan included in No direct effort
proposal (m) (-)

No performance Upsilon's's/is
avaluatiost(-)s evaluation (-h
substantive substantive
review (M) review (I)

lesions' perfoem-
ere (-)

lestitutimal
form of support
(-); miseries
by regional
staff (-)

Regional somitor-

inil (-)

No direct effort
(-)

legionally oval-
mated (-)

extramural "..*oem-
ere (-)

Proposed met suit -
ported es
gram (-); m-
Diction by
pees' of metre-
mural MD per-
Loners (-)

No woeitoring (-)

No direct effort
(-)

No evaluation (-)

Program evaluation Policies Regular and fro-
queer subarea-
elm "value-
tion (M)

Regular but in- Ressler but in-
frequent elm- frequent sub-
"teatime Mistime seal-
evaluation (0) melee (0)

Regular 'Oster
ties evaluation
(+.0); evalua-
'time form the
bents for re-
gional planning
(M)

No evaluation (-)

NOTES: (M) Implies policy tends to increase federal mmagement's control over program substance.

(-) Implies policy tends to minimise federal meassmeat's control over Program substsmea-

(0) implies policy tends c.. Wpm an intermediate effect.
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are in theory a large number of plans for organizing the R&D performer

community. The number can be reduced, however, by selecting a.few

that are judged most distinct from each other and that are aprarently

useful in educational R&D.

No single plan can be presented as superior, for there are many

reasons for and against each of the ways of making the four basic

choices and very little consensus; on which of these reasons are

most important in'educational.R&D. These different ways of making

the four basic choices represent, iu effect, different schools of

thought on what should be emphasized in organizing the R&D performer'

community. Each school accepts an internally consistent system of

beliefs and acts accordingly, but the beliefs of one school conflict

with the beliefs in the other schools. This is an important point,

for there are numerous apparent conflicts in deciding how to organize

the. R&D community. Formulating these conflicts as choices emphasizes

clearly that there is no single best way to resolve them. Some possible

ways of making these choices are discussed in the following subsec-

tions.

AchievinkR&D of High Technical Quality

One way (or policy) that could be chosen to achieve high technical

quality in conducting R&D would be to concentrate on building strong

peer groups within the educational R&D community and to separate, them

institutionally from the user community. One means of strengthening

these peer groups would be to stress attracting highly qualified R&D per-

formers from all disciplines into educational R&D. The peer group would

be relied upon to establish and set high technical standards of R&D

-performance through their usual methods.

The peer groups would also be considered the most effective way

of generating fundamentally new ideas for education, and these ideas

would be considered essential for ultimately achieving significant

*
Hagstrom, W. 0., The Scientific Community, Basic Books, New

York, 1965.
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improvemeuts in educational practice. It would be believed that most

of the existing ideas in educational R&D have been tried and seem

to make little difference.

A second policy choice could be to emphasize building a broad

knowledge base as essential to achieving significant advances in

solving educational problems, similar to the firs". policy, but

unlike the first policy, to rely on evaluating carefully prepared

project plans as the primary means of setting technical standards.

The belief would be that peer groups in educational R&D could not

be made strong enough in the near future to set high enough technical

standards with sufficient uniformity.

A third policy could be to put less emphasis on the need for

fundamental knowledge as a prerequisite for important advances

in educational R&D and to rely more on invention in an actual

educational environment for achieving significant educational

advances. Adoption of this policy would follow from the observation

that significant change in education can occur without waiting for
**

the results of R&D, as it has in many other fields. The intuitive

creators among educational practitioners and others have produced

many educational innovations and more will appear with or without

R&D. Many of these innovations have been put into widespread

practice, but often they have been adopted without an adequate

understanding of their long-term effects or their relationship to

educational goals. This lack of understanding leads to per-

petual change without improvement, and can often result in difficulties

*
H. A. Averch, S. J. Carroll, T. S. Donaldson, H. J. Kiesling,

J. Pincus, How Effective is Schooling?--A Critical Review and Syn-
thesis of Research Findings, The Rand Corporation, R-956-PCSF/RC,
March 1972.

**
t'bbelohde, A.R.J.P., "The Beginning of Change from Craft

Mystery to Science as a Basis for Technology," Charles Singer,

et. al. (eds.), A History of Technology, Vol. IV, The Industrial
Revolution, c. 1750 to c. 1850, Oxford University Press, 1958;
de Solla Price, D. J., "Is Technology Historically Independent of
Science?" Technology and Culture, Vol. 6, Fall 1965; and Ben-
David, J. "Roles and Innovations in Medicine," American Journal of
Sociology, Vol. 65 (May 1960), pp. 557-568.
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in replication. A principal role for educational R&D in this policy,

then, would be to discipline the inventors and the change process

by evaluating which innovations produce valid improvements. As a

means of establishing this discipline, R&D would be merged with the

invention and change process, eliminating much of the institutional

separation that would be established with the first two policies.

The result would be what might be called a sizable component of

"action research" in the R&D performer community-7R&D performers

working with inventors in the user community.

Each of these three policies for achieving R&D of high

technical quality is summarized in Table 8. The choices are listed

under one of three plans for organizing the R&D performer community.

These plans will be completed by specifying policies for the three

other choices involved in a plan for organizing the R&D performer

community.

It should not be inferred from this discussion that choosing

one policy precludes even partial use of any of the alternative

policies that could have been chosen. On the contrary, in imple-

menting any plan, some policies of the other plans would probably

be adopted to some extent.

This analysis deals with what could be emphasized in a plan

in distinction to the other plans. For example, in the second

policy discussed above, technical standards are set by evaluating

carefully prepared project plans. Any organization adopting this

policy would, to some extent, also follow the first policy of

buil '3ing peer groups within the R&D community, but would not con-

sider it as important a means of evzsuring technical quality as

evaluating carefully prepared project plans. Procedures for

implementing these emphases are presented in Sections III through V.

Increasing the Relevance of R&D

One policy that could be fillowed to increase the relevance

of the R&D conducted to the problems of users would be to institu

tionalize appropriate interactions between peer groups in the R&D

community and the user community or representatives from the user
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community at judiciously selected points. This could be accomplished

partly by building strong R&D institutions in all subject areas

important to education and by linking these institutions with each

other, with the users of R&D, and with R&D performers outside the

institutional network. This network of R&D institutions, which could

undertake a range of activities from fundamental research to imple-

mentation, would be viewed by the NIE as the core of the educational

R&D community.

Another means of providing contact between different groups

could be to sponsor conferences and workshops structured to fill

selected needs. Other means could also be used.

A second policy for increasing the relevance of R&D activities

would be for the NIE to assume major responsibility for detecting

and diagnosing educational problems and for guiding and frequently

directing the educational R&D community into working on these

problems. A multiple partnership would be visualized: The NIE

would analyze problems and allocate tasks to the R&D performer

community; the R&D community would perform these tasks; and the

practitioner community would implement the results of R&D.

A third policy for increasing the relevance of R&D is com-

patible with the third policy for achieving high technical quality

improvements through R&D - -R &D could be merged with invention

and embedded in the educational change process. A likely approach

would be to spend a substantial portion of R&D resources on experimen-

tal, educational interventions in actual environments. These inter-

ventions would be staged to proceed from small-scale, conceptual-

izing activities at one site to increasingly larger, more compre-

hensive activities at numerous sites. Each site would have its

own R&D component. Adjustments based on both intuition and quanti-

tative measurement would be made iteratively at and during each

stage to improve the effect of the intervention. The precision

of measurement might be weak at first, but would become increasingly

refined in the later stages of development. Many of these sites

would, in turn, be multiplied to stimulate further disciplined

change and continually improve the effect of the intervention.
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The NIE would believe that the data produced by these experimental

activities is less important than the experiences and subjective know-

ledge gained by those conducting the activities. These personnel

would use their experiences and subjective knowledge to suggest

improvements in the intervention and to train others in its applica-

tion. Data would be considered important for preventing unwarranted

conclusions from being drawn from the intervention activities.

In the mature or later stages of development of an inter-

vention, reducing the operating cost and increasing the transfer-

ability of an intervention would be increasingly important objec-

tives. An entire development sequence would be expected to take

10 years or more in a typical case, and great effort would be

exerted to support an intervention through difficult periods.

Program planning would be characteristically incremental and not

elaborate. Hierarchies of objectives would not be formulated to

rationalize programs. Broad objectives would be stated and

understood as general directions for R&D activities, but planning

within these objectives would be incremental from year to year.

The successes and failures of the past year's activities, in addi-

tion to new opportunities, would suggest shifts in emphasis and

tactics for the next year. These three policies are also summarized

in Table 8.

Implementing R&D Results

The next choice in planning the organization of the R&D commun-

ity--a policy for implementing R&D results--will be treated briefly,

since this study is primarily concerned with the organization and

management of R&D and not the conversion of R&D results into wide-

spread educational change.

One possible policy would be to spend most of education's

resources for implementation on a single, large, institutional

infrastructure that links practitioners and other users with R&D.

The system would have to be complex and comprehensive to connect

completely with the widely distributed and highly varied educational
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system. The extension agent system developed by the Department of

Agriculture is a good example of an implementation system consistent

with this policy.

Another policy could be to emphasize the need for a variety of

often institutionally separate linkage mechanisms in both directions

between the R&D community and the user community. Linkages would be

considered necessary in one direction to distribute the products and

knowledge gained from R&D to the user community. Linkages would be

considered necessary in the other direction to obtain feedback on the

effectiveness of solutions made available to the user community and

to keep informed of actual problems there. There would be a strong

emphasis on the need to have a great variety of linkage and implemen-

tation mechanisms on hand so that the best mechanism would be available

for each kind of situation. Many of these mechanisms would only be

used temporarily.

A third policy for implementation is a natural extension of

the third policy for increasing the relevance of R&D. The R&D

approach of staging a multiplicative sequence of experimental inter-

ventions could in time lead to implementing the experimental inter-

ventions as local practices at a large number of sites across the

country. To an increasing degree, these later-generation sites could

become parent sites (or centers) for organizing and managing the

replication of the intervention at other sites near and similar to

the parent sites.

Building Constituency for R&D

The policy used to build constituency for R&D is an extremely

important and complicated one for the NIE to consider, but only one

aspect will be considered here--whether or not an approach to an

R&D program will be advocated vigorously in the IthiD performer and user

community before R&D has proven the worth of the approach. Other

aspects of a policy for building constituency should be carefully

*
House, E. R., The Development of Educational Programs, Advocacy

in a Non-Rational System, Center for Instruction and Curriculum
Evaluation, November 1970.
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studied by the NIE, especially through careful examination of policies

that other R&D organizations have followed.

As used here, advocacy refers to a limited range of activities:

actions undertaken to organize support in the user community and also

in the R&D performer community in favor of a particular program

approach before the R&D community has reached full consensus that

the approach is a good one. The traditional norm in the R&D per-

former community is strongly against advocacy because of the pressures

it usually generates to cut corners in the design of R&D pro"ects.

The question of whether or not to emphasize advocacy is most

important when conducting experimental interventions in actual

educational environments. In running a voucher experiment, for

example, the traditional R&D position would, in simplified terms,

be strongly in favor of random selection of a site for the experi-

ment, unobtrusively measuring the pretest conditions, setting up an

office to distribute vouchers, and then measuring post test condi-

tions, all without other exogenous influences of the Federal Govern-

ment. Conversely, the advocate's position would be to do some pre-

liminary organizing to find sites where there was greater potential

support for the intervention, choose the sites with the greatest

likelihood of initial success, and then work with R&D and user

community groups before and during the intervention to organize

more support for it. The advocates belief is that although his

activities may sometimes force a sacrifice in experimental design,

the gain in support to continue the experiment will more than

compensate for the loss.

Any program, of course, will be a compromise between these two

positions. But, where the balance is struck--on the side of advo-

cacy or on the side of pure experimental design--determines whether

or not an advocacy policy will be chosen.

Because of their background and training, few R&D performers

will excell in the advocate's role; thus, the NIE would need to

employ personnel with non-R&D backgrounds to ensure favoring a

policy of advocacy over one of "pure" experimental research.

Backgrounds that are more likely to be appropriate are law, politics,
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and community organization.

Summary

All the policies discussed above are grouped in Table 8 under

three plans for organizing the R&D performer community. The policies

have been selected in each plan to reinforce one another so that the

combination of the policies produces plans that are maximally dis-

tinct and internally consistent.

Build R&D Resources. The first plan, which will be called

the Build-R&D-Resources plan, uses the first policy for each of the

first three choices outlined above and the non-advocacy policy for

the fourth choice. The common theme among these policies is to

improve the means for conducting educational R&D. These means include

improving the quality of personnel performing educational R&D, the

pattern of interactions among them, and the system of R&D institu-

tions. The ultimate purpose of improving the means would be viewed

as building a reservoir of knowledge, ideas, and products useful in

improving education. NIE management would not be primarily and

directly concerned with the exact substance of R&D on a project-

by-project basis, but would focus instead on improving the infra-

structure for conducting educational R&D in such ways that the

resources available from the educational R&D community are more

extensive and useful to others. The NIE would believe that the

primary concern of R&D management should be personnel and institu-

tional development rather than the particular problems solved and

the R&D results obtained.

Of the existing agencies, this plan is followed partly by

the National Institute of Dental Research and the National

Institute of Child Health and Human Development in the National

Institutes of Health, and more closely by the Department of

Agriculture's Cooperative State Research Service, which manages

the State Agricultural Experiment Stations.

Produce R&D Results. The second plan, which will be called

the Produce-R&D-Results plan, uses the second policy for each of

the first three choices discussed above and the non-advocacy policy
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for the fourth choice. The common theme among these policies is

an orcerly approach to R&D management and organization where the

NIE would, to a much greater extent than in the first plan, con-

trol the substance of R&D and be directly concerned with its effect-

iveness in producing results useful to educational policymakers and

practitioners. This is an output-oriented plan compared to the first

one, Which is input-oriented. More precise division of tasks into

subtasks would be made. To the maximum extent practicable, the

progression of ideas from conception to implementation would be

carefully orchestrated, with efficient allocation of resources a

primary concern. Problems would be decomposed into requirements

for knowledge, development, and reform, and resources would be

allocated for "maximum" payoff. Evaluating the progress of R&D

programs and redirecting effort toward more promising areas of study

would be important management activities. Characteristic of this

plan for organizing the R&D community, the NIE would take pride in

its managerial competence.

This plan is followed most closely by some industrial R&D

laboratories; in government it is used by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's Goddard Space Flight Center.

Support Disciplined Change. The third plan for organizing the

R&D performer community, which will be called the Support-Disciplined-

Change plan, uses the third policy for each of the first three

choices and the advocacy policy for the fourth choice. The common

theme among these policies is that the NIE would integrate the

educational R&D process with the more general educational change

process--a change-oriented philosophy that is neither totally

output-oriented nor totally input-oriented.

This plan would be viewed as a way of coping with the extreme

complexity of educational phenomena and the difficult problems of

educational goals, attitudes, and local circumstances. These

difficulties would be considered greater in education than in many

other fields, calling for different ways of organizing the R&D

community. The plan would be considered a means of leap-frogging

some of these difficulties--by relying more heavily on inventive
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processes for educational advances and using R&D primarily as an

evaluative check on and a guide for the inventive processes.

In our judgment,' the Office of Child Development most closely

follows this plan for organizing the R&D performer community.

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR ORGANIZING AND MANAGING THE FIE

The five design elements just presented can be combined in a

number of ways to generate alternative strategies for organizing

and managing the NIE. Each strategy consists of a particular choice

for each of these design elements:

o A set_of priorities among the R&D objectives,

o A division of responsibility,

o An organizational structure,

o A management style for each major unit, and

o A plan for organizing the R&D performer community.

Not all of the alternative strategies which can be generated,

however, are compatible combinations of the elements. Many can be

eliminated on reasonable grounds, leaving a limited number of

combinations as attractive strategies for organizing and managing

the NIE.

The determining factor in a combination of design elements is

the plan for organizing the R&D'performer community. Only certain

combinations of the other design elements can be used with each of the

plans.

Strategy I Based on the Build-R&D-Resources Plan

R&D Objectives. If NIE. adopted the Build-R&DResources plan for

organizing the R&D community, the objectives that would receive

high priority would be fundamental research (Objective III), R&D

manpower improvement (Objective VI), and institutional development

(Objective VII). Objective III would be emphasized because the NIE

would view fundamental research as a principal source of good ideas

ultimately leading to improvements in education, while institutional
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development and R&D manpower improvement (Objectives VI and VII)

are directly responsive to the Build-R&D-Resources plan. The problem-

solving objective (Objective I) would be strongly deemphasized on

the grounds that the knowledge base in education is too weak for

effective problem-solving activity. The policy studies objective

(Objective V) would also be deemphasized since resource allocation,

which is the purpose of policy studies, is not a main concern in

this strategy.

Organizational Structure. The Build-R&D-Resources plan emphasizes

improving and linking the R&D system more than concern for the sub-

stance of R&D. This priority implies that the NIE would have an extra-

mural orientation and minimum control over program substance. The

NIE would be very concerned with the establishment of coordinative

linkages in the extramural community and less concerned with internal

coordination of its own affairs. Consequently, the linked organiza-

tional structure would be more advantageous to use than the matrix

structure: the linked organizational concept can be extended from

a strictly internal application to provide a direct means of support-

ing extramural coordination (by selective collocation of extramural

performers and utilization of the integrating unit staff), while the

matrix structure cannot be easily extended beyond its use for

internal coordination. The linear structure could also be used, but

it would not provide the capability for bridging barriers among

NIE's internal, organizational units that is provided by the integrat-

ing unit in the linked organizational structure.

Management Styles. The Build-R&D-Resources plan also implies

using the less-directed management styles in all of the major

organizational units. These management styles are more attractive

to highly qualified R&D performers which are important in the plan,

and would be thought to facilitate the generation of ideas, which is

also important. The less-directed management styles also give less

priority to the control of the substance of R&D.

Division of Responsibility. Of the two most attractive ways of

dividing responsibility, organizing by R&D objective is probably

more advantageous for the Build-R&D-Resources plan than organizing
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by subject area. Dividing responsibility by R&D objectives produces

an organization in which the major units are aligned with different

categories of R&D performers (fundamental researchers, developers

and evaluators, policy researchers, and so on), which allows each unit

to maximize its attractiveness to a seleczed category of R&D performers.

As previously mentioned, this is important in the Build-R&D-Resources

plan. Dividing by subject areas would mean that each unit would have

to support several R&D objectives, which would force each unit to

attract R&D performers from several categories, To appeal to these

several categories, compromises would have to be made in the selection

of the professional background of unit leadership and in managerial

policies, and this would tend to inhibit NIE's ability to compete

with other R&D organizations for the most highly qualified R&D talent.

Strategy II Based on the Produce-R&D-Results-Plan

R&D Objectives. If the NIE adopted the Produce-R&D-Results plan

for organizing the R&D community, the problem-solving objective

(Objective I) would be emphasized, reflecting the plans' emphasis

on managing R&D and producing usable R&D results. Another priority

objective would be policy studies (Objective V). Policy studies

would be emphasized as an aid in allocating R&D resources, an important

aspect of this strategy. The objectives of manpower improvement and

institutional development (Objectives VI and VII) would be deemphasized,

reflecting the plan's deemphasis, on infrastructure development.'

Management Styles. The heavy emphasis on controlling program

substance in the Produce-R&D-Results plan implies that the more

directed management styles would be favored in most major units. The

use of these management styles also supports the emphasis on problem-

solving as an R&D objective. The urgency of the problem-solving

objective probably requires an aggressive managerial approach.

Organizational Structure. Internal coordination of the NIE

is essential with the Produce-R&D-Results plan, which suggests that

either the linked or matrix organizational structures would be used.
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Internal coordination is essential because in the more directed

management styles used with the Produce-R&D-Results plan, more manage-

ment functions are performed internally, requiring greater access

to managerial and technical expertise. The matrix structure probably

provides a more direct method of internal coordination, since access

is provided directly through multiple assignments of work responsibility.

Therefore, the matrix structure is preferred.

Division of Responsibility. Division of responsibility by R&D

objectives probably offers the greatest advantages for the matrix

structure for the reason discussed in the section entitled "Selecting

an Organizational Structure." Both high differentiation and high

integration are desirable in an organization, and division by R&D

objective provides higher differentiation than division by subject

area. Should a linear structure be used for some reason, dividing

responsibility by subject area would be advisable to facilitate

coordination among R&D objectives in supporting the problem-solving

objective. With this arrangement, problem-solving would be conducted

in most or all of the major units of organization.

Strategy III Based on the Support-Disciplined-Change Plan

R&D Objectives. If NIE adopted the Support-Disciplined-Change

plan for organizing the R&D community, improving educational policies

and practice (Objective II) would be emphasized. This would follow

from the emphasis on achieving change in education through large-

scale intervention activities with long-time perspective. The Support-

Disciplined-Change plan does not imply that any of the R&D objectives

would be strongly deemphasized.

Management Styles. The substantial involvement of practitioners

and others in the R&D process and the incremental form of planning

called for in the Support-Disciplined-Change plan rules out using

the most directed management styles; management styles ranging from

moderately directed to least directed would be most appropriate.

Division of Responsibility. Dividing responsibility by R&D

objectives is probably best with the Support-Disciplined-Change plan

for two reasons. Fir,Ft, the plan implies that large-scale educational
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interventions would be emphasized as an R&D activity, and these large-

scale interventions would tend to cut across the concerns of most

conceivable subject-area divisions. If responsibility were divided

by R&D objectives, these large-scale projects could be managed by

one major unit under the objective to improve policies and practice

(Objective II), greatly facilitating coordination.

A second reason for organizing by R&D objectives is that the

intervention activity could be segregated into a major unit (or units)

of the organization. Another major unit could be dedicated to short-

range problem-solving, which would help to divert urgwit tasks from

the intervention activity and maintain its integrity. Still another

major unit could be dedicated to conducting R&D in a more purely

scientific way, partly to serve as an evaluative check on the inter-

vention activity and partly to provide an independent source of

knowledge and ideas for the intervention activity. Both of these

factors are important parts of the Support-Disciplined-Change plan

for organizing the R&D community.

Organizational Structure. If dividing responsibility by R&D

objectives is adopted, the matrix or linked structures would probably

be most useful in that extra capability for coordination 4.8 provided,

but the Support-Disciplined-Change plan does not especially indicate

a need for strong internal coordination of the NIE. If considerations

other than those discussed in this report are important to the NIE

managers, the linear structure could probably be used without con-

tradicting the Support-Disciplined-Change plan.

Summar of the Three Strate ies for the NIE

Three combinations of the basic design elements are summarized

in Table 9. Each specifies the rudiments of an organizational and

managerial strategy for the NIE.

At the level of discussion we have been using, these strategies

for the NIE are still relatively abstract. A better understanding

of the significance of each strategy can be gained by presenting

concrete examples of how each could be implemented in a detailed organ-

izational and managerial design. Designs for implementing these
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Table 9

SUMMARY OF STRATEGIES FOR ORGANIZING AND MANAGING THE NIE

Strategies for
Organizing and
Managing the NIE Strategy I Strategy II Strategy III

R&D Objectives Fundamental Problem-solving Improve
emphasized research Policy analysis practice

Manpower im-
provement

Institutional
development

R&D objectives Problem-solving Manpower improve- ---
dcemphasized Policy analysis ment

Institutional
development

Division of Division by REll Division by R&D Division by R&D
responsibility objectives objectives objectives

Organizational Linear or Matrix Linked or
structure linked matrix

Management style Least directed Most directed Moderately to
least directe

Plan for organ- Build R&D Produce R&D Support Disci-
izing the R&D
community

Resources Results plined Chan.le

basic strategies are developed in subsequent sections.

Format for Presenting the NIE Desi ns

Three designs (models) for implementing the strategies appear

in Secs. III, IV, and V. Each design represents a different way of

implementing one of the strategies.

The format for describing the NIE designs is as follws. Most

of the details of organization and management have been arranged into

tables; one table presents an overview of the entire design and more

detailed tables represent each of the major units of organization in
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greater detail. To clarify distinctions between the designs, numbers

have been assigned to as many quantities as possible and the same

format has been used for each of the different kinds of tables. The

text describing a particular design will deal primarily with the

features that distinguish it from the other designs.

The numbers assigned are based on the assumption of a $300 million

total budget for extramural activities, which is a reasonable budget

for the NIE to have in five to ten years time. No allowance will be

made for overhead costs such as administrative services or costs for the

NIE staff. The number of professional staff members in different

positions will, however, be quoted so that an estimate of the manage-

ment cost can be made by multiplying staff sizes by appropriate

salary levels and overhead ratios.
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III. NIE MODEL I: BUILD R&D RESOURCES

OVERVIEW

The first model for NIE is one way of implementing Strategy I,

the strategy for organizing and managing the NIE based on the Build-

R&D-Resources plan of organizing the R&D community. Many of the organ-

izational and managerial techniques employed in the model that will

be presented are used by the National Institutes of Health or the

Department of Agriculture's Cooperative State Research Service, but

others have been specifically designed to satisfy particular emphases

in Strategy I.

As specified in the previous section, choosing the Build R&D

Resources plan for organizing the R&D community implies the following

choices of the other design elements:

1. Objectives: fundamental research, manpower improvement, and

institutional development (Objectives III, VI, and VII) are

emphasized; problem-solving and policy studies (Objectives

I and V) are deemphasized.

2. Division of responsibility: By R&D objectives.

3. Organizational structure: Linear or linked.

4. Management styles: Least directed.

The principal question regarding this model is whether to use a

linear or linked. structure. The linked structure is probatIO"

preferable and will be used since it provides greater capacity for

coordinating the R&D system, an important element of Strategy I.

An NIE model designed to implement Strategy I would probably

have more of an external orientation than the models implementing

either of the other NIE strategies. The external orientation would

be a result of using the least-directed management styles, which involve

*
One measure of an organization's external orientation is the num-

ber of external contacts that the organization's personnel have,

expressed as a proportion of the total number of contacts the organ-

ization's personnel have both inside and outside the organization.
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more interaction with the extramural community than the highly directed

management styles.

The use of the less-directed management styles and the deemphasis

on problem-solving and policy studies imply that the NIE would support

less intramural research activity if it adopted Strategy I than if it

adopted either of the other strategies. As discussed in Sec. I, less

problem-solving activity means less need for intramural research activity- -

assuming that intramural research is not conducted for other reasons,

such as demonstration of how an educational research facility should

be managed or development of talent for other parts of the NIE.

OBJECTIVES

An allocation of the NIE's budget among the R&D objectives consistent

with the first strategy would be about 10 percent for problem-solving

(Objective I), 45 percent for practice-oriented R&D (Objective II), 30 per-

cent for fundamental research (Objective III), and 10 percent for manpower

improvement (Objective VI); these percentages are.shown in Fig. 5.

The emphasis in Strategy I on building a network of R&D institutions

indicates that a substantial amount would probably be allocated to support-

ing a number of practice-oriented R&D centers located throughout the

United States--Education R&D Centers.
**

These centers might reasonably

receive 60 percent of the amount allocated to practice-oriented R&D (or

27 percent of the total NIE budget). With an average federal contribu-

tion of $4 million per center, a total of 22 Education R&D Centers

could be supported. Each center could be targeted to a particular

problem area of concern; or the NIE might decide to build a network of

regional R&D centers, with each center serving a geographic region.

Of the amount allocated to fundamental research, approximately

one-third (or 10 percent of the total NIE budget), would probably be

used to support a number of fundamental research centers located

across the country (which we will call Education Science Centers).

A "neutral" allocation of the NIE's budget to R&D objectives would
be approximately 25 percent for problem-solving, 40 percent for practice-
oriented R&D, 15 percent for fundamental research, 5 percent for manpower
improvement, 10 percent for institutional development, and 5 percent for

other uses. The relative emphasis given to the various R&D objectives
can be measured by comparison to these values.

*111.hany of the existing Regional Educational Laboratories currently
supported by the Office of Education could become Education R&D Centers.
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At an average federal contribution of $3 million per center, a total of

ten Education Science Centers could be supported. Together, these

Education R&D Centers and Science Centers would account for 40 percent

of the NIE's total extramural budget, assuming the proportions suggested

above are adopted.

Following the implication of Strategy I to concentrate on building

a system of institutions as a primary educational R&D resource, the NIE

would view these centers as the core of the nation's educational

R&D system; thus, many of the NIE's activities would relate directly

to the centers. For example, most of the support for manpower improve-

ment (10 percent of the NIE budget) would be awarded to the centers as

a means of further strengthening this core. By training R&D personnel

in the centers, a substantial portion of the educational R&D community

would, after a number of years of training, eventually have a strong

familiarity with and allegiance to the centers. This would provide

strong ties between the educational R&D community and the network

of centers. Conducting training in the centers would also promote

ongoing, interdisciplinary R&D activity and provide trainees with a

good background with which to conduct research.

Activities

Strategy I implies an emphasis on certain kinds of R&D activities

(see "Activities" in Fig. 5). In fundamental research, for example,

longitudinal studies would probably be favored; establishing data

bases would be considered essential for long-run success. Improvement

of research methodologies and instrumentation would probably also

be emphasized to provide a foundation for further research and

development. In practice-oriented R&D, attention would be directed

toward research more than with the other strategies (for example,

inquiry into the characteristics of students, teachers, and subject

matter, and the interactions among them). Large-scale social experi-

mentation would be approached cautiously and not pressed unless

rigorous designs could be completed. Problem- solving activities

would be kept to a minimum, including only efforts to meet

specific priority problems, respond to an Office of Education need,

*
Many of the existing R&D centers currently supported by the

Office of Education could become Education Science Centers.
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or exploit a new research development. Broad-scale attacks on chronic

jeficiencies probably would not be undertaken in the belief that the

existing knowledge base is inadequate.

The Performing Community

This model designed to implement Strategy I would probably have

a larger proportion of the educational R&D performers associated with

universities than the models designed to implement the other strategies.

This would result partly because there is an emphasis on fundamental

research and partly because, with the emphasis on technical quality,

practice-oriented R&D would tend to be performed by university personnel.

With Strategy I, the NIE managers would probably believe that the high-

est quality R&D talent is found in the universities. The best performers

from all the disciplines would be vigorously recruited into all educa-

tional R&D activities.

If the NIE followed Strategy I, problem-solving would prob-

ably be performed and in large part managed by personnel from the

Education Science Centers and Education R&D Centers. Center staff

would plan problem-solving activities and perform most of the pro-

jects. The NIE staff's role would be limited to organizing the

planning activity, seleCting projects, and coordinating the pro-

ject performance.

As part of an institution supported by a block grant and not bound

to specific project contracts, the center staff could set aside their

long-term work more conveniently than most R&D performers, and periodically

take on urgent tasks such as problem - solving. The center staff would

be experienced in working together, and would have special knowledge

pertaining to their locales that would be helpful in finding practical

solutions to problems. Drawing on the center staffs to plan and exe-

cute priority problem-solving efforts would be a major strength of

Model I for the NIE; this illustrates very clearly the R&D resource

orientation of Strategy I.

The emphases of Strategy I imply that the NIE would build its system

of centers very slowly--only as rapidly as well-qualified center direc-

tors and staff could be assembled. No more than one or two centers would

probably be established within a single year. A cautious approach, with
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quality a greater concern than action, would be characteristic of NIE

center planning, and indeed, this approach would apply to most of

the NIE's management activities.

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY

Strategy I specifies dividing responsibility by R&D objectives

and applying a linked structure, but it does not imply a specific

assignment of R&D objectives to the major organizational units. This

ambiguity will be resolved by making a number of choices that will be

guided by our understanding of Strategy I. Together with the factors

that have just been discussed, these choices and others to be made

subsequently will determine.Model I for the NIE. We have divided

responsibilities among four major units of organization.

Fundamental research activities (Objective III), including the

management of Education Science Centers, could be assigned to one

major unit, which we will call the Fundamental Research Division,

to facilitate coordination of what are substantively indistinguish-

able activities. For the same reason, practice-oriented R&D activities

(Objective II) and Education R&D Centers could be grouped into a

second major unit, which we will call the Education R&D Division.

Although the size of the Education R&D Division in total budget

dollars would be almost twice the total budget of the Fundamental

Research Division, the staffs of these two divisions would be approx-
*

imately equal in size. The staff of the Education R&D Division

would be smaller in relation to the division's total budget than the

staff of Fundamental Research Division, because a larger proportion of

the budget for the Education R&D Division is allocated to supporting the

R&D centers, and part of the responsibility for managing these centers

(in particular, program evaluation) can be assigned to another NIE division.

Problem-solving activities (Objective I) could also be added

to the Education R&D Division as a means of coordinating the dual

use of the Education R&D Centers for practice-oriented R&D and for

problem-solving. Combining practice-oriented R&D and problem-

solving in the Education R&D Division does not raise the staff

*Large disparities in the staff and budget sizes of the divisions

of an organization are assumed to be managerially undesirable.
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requirements for the division substantially, because most of the

staff work for problem-solving is contributed by the centers, and

because problem-solving would not receive a large share of the

NIE's resources. The total staff sizes of the Education R&D Division

and the Fundamental Research Division are shown in Fig. 5.

The third major unit could be the integrating unit defined in

the linked organizational structure, which we will call the Program

Integration and Coordination Division. The short-run problem-analysis

activities included under the policy studies objective (Objective V)

could be included in this unit. The long-run policy-analysis activi-

ties under Objective V could be assigned to a fourth major unit called

the Policy Studies Group. (A discussion of the different kinds of'

activities uncluded under that objective is presented on pp. 6-7.)

The Program Integration Division could also be assigned responsi-

bility for managing the evaluation of all NIE activities. Assigning

evaluation responsibility to a different organizational unit than

the ones responsible for program management would provide "checks

and balances" in the program management process. By utilizing panels

of R&D peers and practitioners to conduct these evaluations, the role of

external communities in influencing R&D activities is strengthened in

relation to NIE management. This role would be consistent with the

emphasis of Strategy I on building linkages throughout the educational

R&D system.

The Program Integration Division could also consult with NIE

program managers and center staff to help resolve organizational and

managerial problems and encourage organizational development. Again,

this responsibility would be consistent with the emphases of Strategy I.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Other choices that must be made involve the organizational struc-

ture of the NIE.. The two coordinating mechanisms in the linked struc-
*

ture (the integrating unit and collocation) could be used in several

ways that would be consistent with Strategy I:

See pp. 14 and 16-19 for a discussion of the linked structure.
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o The Education Science Centers could be located at the best

universities as a means of draining on the most capable research

personnel in the disciplines.

o Some key working groups from the Education R&D Centers could be

collocated with Education Science Centers to help bridge the

gap between fundamental research and practice-oriented research.

Some of the Education R&D Centers might even be collocated

with Science Centers in cases where an especially strong

linkage is needed.

o The Education R&D Centers could be given incentives to obtain

other local or state sources of financial support. This

would help bind the Education R&D Centers into a close working

relationship with practitioners and the edi!cation community.

o The Program Integration Division could place one staff member

in each center to help with center planning as a means of

communicating between the NIE headquarters and the centers.

o The Program Integration Division could provide planning

experts to programs in the Education riD Division as a means

of coordinating the NIE internally.

o Some of the Policy Studies Group could have a joint appointment

with the Program Integration Division to help maintain a mutual

linkage between these two units.

These choices are indicated in Fig. 5 and Tables 10 through 13.

Internal Structure

The internal structures of the Fundamental Research Division

and the Education R&D Division could be essentially linear, with perhaps

four levels of management in each division to accommodate the workload.

Responsibilities could be divided within these divisions in any

appropriate way; for example, by scientific discipline in the Funda-

mental Research Division and by subject matter in the Education R&D

Division. For maximum advantage, responsibilities within the Program

Integration Division could be divided in three ways: by school-age

group for the evaluation functions of the division, by the organiza-

tional unit assisted (centers or NIE programs) for the planning

assistance functions of the division, and by function (organizational
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development or information systems) for the remaining functions of the

division (see Table 12). Dividing by age group for the evaluation

function enables each unit responsible for evaluation ta direct its

attention toward a cross section of activities in the other divisions

(Fundamental Research and Education R&D), assuming that neither of

these divisions are divided by age group. The planning assistance

functions cannot be divided among these same age-group units respon-

sible for evaluation, since the planning assistance staffs performing

these functions are located with and work for the NIE programs and

centers, most of which would not be concerned with a particular age-

group population. The remaining duties of the Program Integration

Division could be organized by function to create the framework needed

to perform effectively.

Staffing Plan

Reasonable staffing plans for the divisions of an NIE following

Strategy I appear in Tables 10 through 13. The basic management units

in these plans are teams consisting of one Program Director. and four

or five Associate Program Directors, who would have primary authority

for all the R&D in an assigned problem area and a budget of approximately

$6 million.

In the Fundamental Research Division, program planning would be

done by these teams for their own programs with coordination provided by

a division deputy for planning. In the Education R&D Division, planning

also would be done by the teams, but extra staff would be available

(some provided by the Program Integration Division) to increase the

level of planning activities and hence, management control. Additional

management control is needed to avoid the tendency for practice-oriented

R&D to fragment into a large number of unrelated projects. In funda-

mental research, the research peer groups are generally more effective,

which tends to strengthen R&D activities and eliminate the need for

management control to reduce fragmentation.

The staffing plans in Tables 10 through 13 have been designed to

provide approximately one professional manager for every $1 million

spent on extramural projects. !,These managers would also have center

management responsibilities.) Based on the experience of government

R&D agencies, this is a minimum amount for achieving the style of
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management to be employed.

In the style of a linked organizational structure, the pay struc-

tures in the Education R&D Division, the Fundamental Research Division,

and the Program Integration Division should be equal so that one division

does not tend to dominate the other.

To aid in attracting high-quality R&D performers into educational

R&D, a large proportion of the managers should probably have direct

experience in research or development. The specified backgrounds

for the positions in the staffing plans are indicated in Tables 10

through 13. For example, three of the four division directors could

have a background in R&D; the other director could have a background in

management. This emphasis on personnel with R&D backgrounds would

strongly shape the NIE's organizational character.

MANAGEMENT STYLES

Following the specifications in Strategy I to employ the less-

directed management styles, a reasonable selection would be to choose the

interventionist style for managing both fundamental research and practice-

oriented R&D. The level of management control over program content should,

however, be somewhat higher in the Education R&D Division for reasons

discussed above. This can be achieved through the greater allocation of

staff to planning and the dissemination of R&D objectives to the perform-

ing community.

The centers could be managed with a decentralized style. The

same program managers responsible for managing extramural R&D pro-

jects could also manage the centers.

Problem-solving activities could be managed according to a less-

directed form of the directive management style. Ideas for programs

could come as requests from the Office of Education, from center directors

in the Policy Studies Group, from analyses conducted by the Program Inte-

gration Division, or from the managers of the Education R&D Division.

Program ideas could be assembled by the Director of Program Planning

and Analysis in the Office of the Director and then analyzed to assess

their relative importance and solvability. The Director of the NIE

could then select the top-priority problems and assign them to the

to the Education R&D Division. A small staff of two or three NIE

managers could then work with staff members from the centers to plan
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and execute each assigned program. Cooperationamong the centers in

planning these programs could be encouraged by not determining the

budget levels for a program until detailed plans had been prepared.

Well planned programs would receive more funds.

The management plan we have chosen for implementing Strategy I

is described in detail in Tables 10 and 11.

The program activities of the Fundamental Research Division and

the Education R&D Division could be evaluated by peer-group panels

as described at the bottom of Table 12. For fundamental research,

the panels could be exclusively researchers, but for practice-oriented

R&D, practitioners and public figures could be appointed to serve with

R&D performers. These panels could be managed by Age-Group Unit staff.

Subsequent sections will describe models for implementing

Strategy II and Strategy III.
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Fig. 5Model I: Build R&D Rnsources
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Table 10

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH DIVISION

iv Padamestal Ward invisice would comsat of four sections. Itch
settles wad haws four programs. Rennes weld support several Bolues-
ties Mattes festers.

istriesrella !Mena

Ali activities mar Onetime III would be enamel,
supported, philosophical. historical. and OWOrio
mental lean ate basic educatical aseana.
Isegitedisal studies IN research as !sprayed
methodology eel lastrummatatles would ha stressed.

Multiyear gaits weld be lives to Wielded
investigators mod occasionally to salttdisciplinary
ts11111.

Unmet all inyestiptors meld be located in univer-
sities.

goncatioa Selene Casters

Center utilities would be the saes am nose
andected in Infant Anearch lee vets.

an of the trainee of findseests1 research
'enamel would be does in the teeters.

Mash tester weld naive biannual block gnat
to condect research is a desigisted research
Ms.

tech cater would be collocated with a valverelty.
lbs tester director 'mad report to the vniver
sirup Viaresident for lane* or his ann
lest. at the Dean of the School of idscatlas.

Sees pommel !nom practice-oriented MID testa
weld be collocated is the education Semite
Caen to facilitate coordination.

Pinola Mintier. fuedgantel_heseerch
Islam 01 -18 .q t.

Ascognised for acasalinseste
Reagents& research.

Dateraise each action's budget for frosting.

Dientsr.

rya equivalest.
Damages development of Imponast sew
9102111C MOM.

Detegalso the bean level for each center.

oS An
salvaleat.

Dallas Policia for analog nuns.
Onnises Inelegant of sew centers.

Ifitilm
sr

Salary! -of
Total of four directors is the disienv.
Bedivend is Dalmmatal swam.

Allocates settles bedsit (825 milllea) to prep= hanans priorities tat caters is commingles
ia caseltatlem with the Program late/ration nth the Program Ian/reties linens mod the
Division. Petty far Comer limense.

Prem. Diyekier
S alary, MR, eiviveleat.
Total of le directors is the divans.
Magna is near* and/or

resesrak ease act.
Maya a name! approdestely give
Associate !toga Director..

asecintDregrem
S alem eO15 equivalent.
Total of 00direetare is the divines.
enable porticos as tare! -any

appointesst status.

Mosses& research activity is assiped 'object ham center projects is assisted ans.
area. Anal overlap to facilitate commnicatice Inning Limited ant to veto low-quality
ad !legibility. projects.
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Tale 10 (Continued)

Fromm Pluming
A overarm of remarch priorities. especially
mew tat a seeded. would be prepared
manually by the Deputy for extramural
Fleming.

Associate Fromm Directors would implement the
plan by retrUltiee nesarchere to priority areas.

Nam workshops ad conforms, would be spasored
to attract researchers into priority arms ad
strengthen the peer-group communities.

Program Directors and Associate Program Manton
would travel extensively is the research commity
to keep gnat of techsical progress, stimulate
interest is priority areas, ad recruit high-
quality performers.

Program Developmet

Protect Geeeretlee. Project idea would be
gem by individual reeeercbmo and submitted
for funding.

Project genetics. All proposals with a chime
for fuming would be sent to mail reviewers for
technical evaluation.

Associate Fromm Directors would determine
the list of projects to be supported is their
area la comultatiom with other Associate Program
Directors ad the Program Director.

Protect Inaltorlae. Vorkshope for cesarean
within a field would be spasond to seem/ins
mutually berificial latmactioa and mamma
of leformstia.

'rearm Malvinas
A pawl of misatific peso would comma manually
to review ern program. These masts would be
convened ad thawed by the Program laragratiou
Dionne.

Stets -of -tb. -ere reviews would be conducted
periodicelly within the program.

Fromm Plena%
lath center would do its ova program pigmies.
A 'snidest staff plasma would be provided
for such center by the Program Integration
Division.

A statement of research priorities would be
prepared annually for the Division Director
by the Deputy for Canter Planets.. TM Deputy
would work with center pimples staffs aad
others In preparing these pleas.

Ptoerm Devalopmat

Pro act Gene . Centers would generate and
select their own research projects.

Associate Program Directors would briefly
review all projects mproved by the canton to
their assigned rasearit area ead veto massively
poor-quality or low-priority projects. Mese
judgments would be supported by mail review.

Protect Monitoring. Center near hers would be
heavily involved in the coafereate ad workshop
activities organised within the programs.

Pre ram evaluation
Each teeter would be Morosely evaluated bi-
menually by the Promos Integration Division.
The division would stills mewls of ameific
peen ad mmagemeat amperes. Has ma/melees
would be and by the Dania Director in
determents{ caster bodes's.
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Table 11

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE EDUCATION R&D DIVISION

the Unwise MD Olvisim would mutt of five actions. Bach
amass mad have ter outrun (es the evereg). Prollam would
eappett extemmaral mesa& projects. Slaloms said mulpert (c.
the average) tom Uncetim W snow. Poe cardimam. each
MO aster would collocate ems panemal via am Idetetioa 'cloaca
Coster. ace /.r with other SAD casters.

Itremeel MD Prelate taclel
KO a leproved methodology mod tessera late
the characteristics et Lamm teachers. sad
subject muter said be the ID activities
emphasised (Objective II).

Natlyam greets meld be aterded to ladladeals
ma to small team.

Marosintely asp -bill et the performs mad be
tam malveralties. If* reslder would as is
private SO firm and amain armies.

Moochers meld fregmestly be sacked with
pratitioesea on devalopmet projects.

Masai 14octet14ZaO
Salary: Oa ea

:rt
Osagased for meemplielmets

is educative remora ace /sr
develemset.

leteesls each actise's adept for programs/
tearnies each center's adept (bias:ail.'

Peablempsolvias efforts wad be limited to
Ohio of lacalas priority meta; specific.
mom aatima problem; mod exploitation of
research beesktbreala (Objective I) . Most
megrim mad waist of a angle mend of
peejects rather this seatineles samosa of
selaple projects Main mammy pears.

Meet of eta peelecte is itt4,004 ;mire. mad
be plaid sad perfornMity twee of lvesti-
game ace develegem from lanai= Sasses
Oaten mad Bateau: MD testae.

sty: - umeiveleat
Orgaime devammt of important
new Mb amen.

MOO, Illepsty$
falser G -17 asivaleac.
total of tam direction is the division.
Allocates *scam budget ($25 al/lita)
to engage is coeseltetim with the
hosts Misstates Illasiss.

Peseta Ilielotets
Salary: 411-16 asivalest.
total of a canon is the divisies.
tattoo:a is award: ace gamma
aseagrant

Mows 04001 0 aseociete Program
Nactoa. ampeasia for us ettlaty
is an satImive. assigeed research area.

Amecieto lamp birettas
Salary: 00-0.
total of so directors is as divieles.
Mantes SAD activity is on soloed subject
arm Asa essiseed overlap to facilitate
catenation.

May Amciato Pumas I:Meteors as males
sesioneat from velvet:sales.

S1 1
to 011-14.

One or two stall manes per peogram.
Cdr slit moor Galata by the Plasm
lemeralos Division.

Seekomed is manta allocates :alma.
Imports co Deputy for Ilitramea Planate.

Ommesible IOW the P001604010/00 0011
ageism:6d to the divieles by Its Pit Streeter.

viola Matta.

eseivelemt.

Csordlastes problem eolvia efforts.
Isperlased is peewee menagesset.
Selects the Pregrem *maps.

egolveleat.
000 =NOW per groom.
Scemetal mamma as Associate
harem Director.

a. Program Maps' mations meld be
viewed a a prowetles for Associate
Papa Directors.Ds'tilt

irlara-1d or leas.
Des or two masts per proems.
assists Proves Mager.

MISS:
e
Madleactsd SID activity mime the bah of aster activity mad be mood is the 0100 sop 0 00 Mastics
Samee Cameo is this nein:metal Sesser* Divielea.

aches said also be levet, Divisive Dieettor. Omer Pigmies mitt the same memsibilities se the Deputy
tow Mater Plainly et the Peadomatal Oivielo.
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Table 11 (Continued)

Moms. Planet%
A tatemmat of research priorities, especially
new initiatives seeded, meld be prepared
manually by the ptomains staffs of sack program.
This effort would be smattered and coordiested
tAroushom the division by the Deputy for
Setrameral Plamains.

Associate Presram Director* would Maims= the
plea by tecreitins romarchest and developers
is priority uses.

MAY workshops and conferences would be sponsored
to attract SAD perform= into priority *roes
and sinusitw the peer-group committee.

Program Directors and Associate Program Directors
would travel ostensively in the SAD commity
and the 'reenlist= commit, to keep abreast of
technical progress end stimelate lowest in
priority areas.

Prelim Developmeot
Project Generation. Project ideas would be
semerated by individual AO perform= and
agaitted for feeding.

Project Selection. All proposals with chums
for funding would be sent to mil =viewers for
technical evaluation.

Msociste Program Directors would detsteine the
the list of projects to be supported is their
steal in consultation with ether Assottste Program
Directors and the Program Director.

Project Mialtorint. Workshop* for MD performer,
In field would be sponsored to stimulate mutually
beneficial interaction and suchen= of information.

Project Utilisation. Zech SAD teeter would be
tisk= to a sum= of automaton esta. Project
moults would be weds available to this network.

freers. Svsluation

A meet of MD perform= and practitioners would
be convulse] manually to review esdt Program. These
peseta would be comemod and chaired by the Program
lategratim Division.

Stets-of-the-art review and problermassennet
workshops would be conducted periodically within
the program.

from= Plants&
Prograem woad be assisted to the MAUS* by
the NIP Director. Soar programs would be peer-
stud within the division but would hew to be
Maned by the Director. When assigmed, the
program mead be planned in a mesa way.

The Division Director would select a Program
Masastr Co head each problareolvies assimmeet.

The Program Meager would rum a number of riss-
oles wolleshope is the first few menthe of
program to warms a set of program prioritise
and project ideas.

These workshop* vould be attested meetly by
performers from the Sducation Science Cents=
end the MD Teeters.

The first round of workshops would WNW the
state-of-the-art sad tentative priorities for
program content.

A vetoed roved of workshops would be held to

further discuss Priorities and Mar Pretimele
for projects.

Fromm Development
Project GenereALM. The Proaree Meng= would
request the centers to submit two priority
listss the most isportmt MD tasks from
national perspective, wed the tasks the meter
would be most this and willing to usdertale.

Project Selection. Meg as each center'.
contribution to the workshops ad the submitted
lists, the Prosrm Mesmer would select usher
of caste= to participate futtUer in the program.

The Director* of these mate= would be invited
to session when the lie= of priorities
would be compared to detentes comma arms of
=mom
A proqtem coordinator from the Propels lmtesratiom
Division would participate in this meetly.

The Directors would then be asked to select
the beet eat of projects for three different
budpt levels.

rho Division Director would then determine the
beget for such prairie based on the quality
of the plane. The Di mold consult with
the Program Integration Division.

The Program Nemeses mold them allocate the
budpt to projects.

Protect Masttorfy. TM STOW= Nentept would
coordimt all projects by comsluctlas sits
visits sod workshops.

Project Utilleatim. Sum program would ledge
impmentatim activities. Othetwies, Esselte
would be distributed through the emtmelen net-
work (see "Project Uteltuattas" is the adjacent
colons).

'sires Evaluation
With only as mood of projects, programs would
not be eveluats4.
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Table 12

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE PROGRAM INTEGRATION AND COORDINATION DIVISION

Me& The divines coonste of throe Ams-Croup nits. mo Orsanational Development Unit.
Obi MS Isfavalas Systaa Unit. The throe Ags-Cramp Units are the Berly Childhood
Vat. the Adolescent Aga Unit. mod the Adult Ape Daft.

Agmpjlsite
agMULI !damnification of priority problem

this (1) &network of staff
lasted la the Semeation Sneers
Caters sal Semesties BAD
COMM. (2) analysis of date
collected through so Inform-
tie@ Satan Unit. mod (3) contacts
with the Pettey Studies Creep.

Damnation and cardiestion of
efforts la the other NIB divisions
to solve than problems.

liras-nest of the evaluator of
all NIB programs and centers.

implemostaties of ths tante of
thee* salacious by (1) lane-
u nclog the nannies proms la
e ach pregrmo mod cater. mod
(2) by leflosocias the NIB
managers at the ashes mod
Maslen levels.

Otaanisetlesal Daslormant Dist

assistosce to papaw mad oaten
la alviss ergalostional mod
o msagemont problam.

Coordination of policy developed
for the centers by this Deputy

Division Directors for Center
floosies.

Diasiesarecter.trelsostearstion_AmICoadasties
Salsa: 01-25 equivelat.
Stang backgreend la to mmoup t.
Mtge education problems mod program evaluates

melts to the NIB Nomagenset Conan (the
Division Directors. Policy Steam ureter.
mod the NIB Director).

Assistant Masan

equivalest.
Total of 3 in the division.
lapatemce in mosaajes educe-
Haan dump mad DAD.

Age Comm Mgt* Staff
S alary: mo-14 to 01-111.

Total of 12 staff per unit. Seen
as joint appoint:mat with Policy
Studies Dram.

Sited with Fresno Integrating
avistom.

Nigh lateranosal competence is
dealing with all agnate of the
DAD community.

Isepousile for menoting the an-
emia of those program and
caters most closely relate* to
the staff's Age-Oromp Volt
category.

Isepossible for isplematlas the
results of thee, evaluation by
merklag with plants{ staff.
P rogram Directors. mad Section
Directore.

Isepseale for identifying problem@
and ormainas NIB efforts to
solve then.

arafillak dies plus travel samosa.
Total of 30 review panne. 1 or 2

Pot
leassalsed for scamplishaste in
research, odecatiosal practice. or be
a pant figure.

Ibree-your tern of service for each
poselist.

Involved la evalestiag DAD activities of
the dirtiness.

asu f

Director.
f loosie& St f

Salary: le malvalant.
Background la SAD ptomain.
Naar planet staff.

f loastaa Steel

Salary: DD-13 to 011-13.
Total of 30 peonies' la the

diastole. 1 per program.
Sited with ache Bdastlem Divi-
sion (me program plemmors).

lacksamad la mares allocation
analysis mod ormislaine projects.

N otated to a sem patties at
least swan 3 years.

D
fl Staff

nary: 011-111 equivalent.

Sackground la IAD pleasing.
Mama plainly staff provided
to the mars by the avielos.

Saone to Division Director.

Cant!, flommilmiL Scoff
Sa.sry: al=t, to 01-14.

Total of 20 positions la the
division. 1 per caster.

Sited with Samation SAD Costars.
B acksroad la remora allocates.
essifsis mod project erannaties.

lacuna Aselamote
Salary: 01111 to a -12.
Total of 23 in the divests..
S apossible for healles balsas
affairs of the review easels.

:eformatioe S tent Omit

Develevemat. tatalletiam. me °pot-
ato* of information system for
collecting data useful to the NIL
planers. nesessa. ad policy
analysts.

Analysis of the tatoreetioa collected.

AsstaDmot alleles Director.
at govelest

Salary: 08-12 equivalset.
lisperiena is Improving organ-
Ian

121r

VII.ellapgjeriteltgag A

Total of four oe the staff.
Assist erten la salvias eras.-
Laotian mod mosesertal
problems.

Assist other NIB divisions with
orgsalsetiosal mod mmaegatal

Problems.

Ameistat_Divielos Director.
Isfeastion Duman

Salary: 08-17 equivalent.
Backgreued la pulley metals.

!normal's Ns .as Stift
Salary: 011-11 to Ca-le.

Total of eta meagre en the
Seen on joist malevolent with
Polley Stales Gram.

Neap data collection network.
Malysa collected data co isolate
problem (In camerstion with
Policy Studies trap.
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Table 13

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR AND THE POLICY STUDIES GROUP

SUM-TM

OCTITITILS

The Office of the Director would have only nes unit cencereed with
proems sibstmace. Program Plonsing a Aaalysis alit. Other
units wield be secessery for adnisietrative services.

The Policy Studies Camp would report to the Office of the Director
and hove stature equal to the *swoons Ilk Division mod Puedmematel
Aseearch Division. the intewell structure of the Policy Studies
Creep would b determined by the Policy Studies Clomp Director.

Office of the Director Policy Studins Grow

*senile a list of tentative progress suggested
by the MI division, for solving important
astiosal problems.

Mama the relative priority and volvsbillty of
thus program suggestions.

Prepare annual budget pleas.

Director VIZ
ary: lsocutive level V.

Appointed by the !Testiest. coefirsed
by the Seams.

D eputy Director. MIS

S alary: 01-111 equivalent.

D irector. !rosins Floosie& and Analysis
S alary: GI -11 equivalest.

B ackground in precis* bedsetiss

Program Planate' and dealyela Staff
Salary: 0-17 to GS-ie.
Total of eight members es the staff.
Soso would keys a background in
plainly PAD is the testers.

Seen would have background in research.
although It would be limited.

Assist the Ole Director advising Wes the
isplicatiome of PAD for educational policy.

Prepare studies of the state of Aside= adoration.
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IV. NIE MODEL II: PRODUCE R&D RESULTS

OVERVIEW

The second model for the NIE implements Strategy II, the strategy

based on the Produce-R&D-Results plan of organizing the R&D performer

community. Many of the organizational and managerial techniques

employed in this model are used by the National Cancer Institute or

the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Goddard Space

Flight Center, but others have been specially designed to satisfy

particular emphases in Strategy II.

As specified in the previous section, choosing the Produce-R&D-

Results plan for organizing the R&D community implies the following

choices of the other design elements:

1. Objectives: problem - solving and policy studies (Objectives I

and V) are emphasized; manpower improvement and institu-

tional development (Objectives VI and VII) are deemphasized.

2. Division of responsibility: By R&D objectives.

3. Organizational structure: Matrix.

4. Management styles: Most directed.

As a result of two factors - -employing the most directed manage-

ment styles and the deemphasis on building a network of R&D

institutions--the NIE would probably have much greater internal

orientation than would probably occur with either of the other NIE

strategies. Using the most directed management styles would tend to

increase the NIE'3 internal orientation because in these styles

most decisions are made by internal staff in consultation with other

internal staff. The deemphasis on building a network of R&D institutions

also tends to increase the NIE's internal orientation, since this

objective inherently involves frequent contacts with persons outside

the NIE.
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A consequence of emphasizing problem-solving is that there would

be more intramural research than with any of the other NIE models.

The internal orientation and the large intramural program would

not necessarily imply that most of the NIE's resources would be spent

on internal projects and management staff. On tha contrary, over

85 percent of the NIE's total budget would still be awarded extra-

murally.

OBJECTIVES

A reasonable distribution of the NIE's budget among the R&D

objectives consistent with the second strategy would be approximately

50 percent for problem-solving (Objective I), 30 percent for practice-

oriented R&D (Objective II), 12 percent for fundamental research

(Objective III), and 3 percent for manpower improvement (Objective.

VI). These proportions, modified slightly to allow for other specific

NIE activities, are shown in Fig. 6.

The deemphasis in Strategy II on building a network of R&D

institutions indicates that less than 10 percent of the NIE's budget

would probably be allocated to direct support of R&D centers; of

the total NIE budget allocated to practice-oriented R&D, 10 percent

(or 3 percent of the total NIE budget) might reasonably be allocated

to direct support of practice-oriented R&D centers located throughout

the country. Of the total NIE budget allocated to fundamental

research, 17 percent (or 2 percent of the total NIE budget) might

reasonably be allocated to the support of fundamental research

centers located across the country.

The form of this institutional support would probably be

different than in the first NIE model. Instead of a large grant to

cover both institutional costs and R&D projects, a grant to cover

institutional costs - -a core grant--would probably be provided.

See p. 25 for a discussion of why the availability of intramural
researchers is essential in conducting problem-solving activity.
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R&D institutions receiving core grants would have to compete for

R&D projects just as other R&D organizations not receiving core

grants. The NIE would not be very concerned with-the substance of

projects conducted by the institutions receiving core grants,

preferring instead to rely on competition for projects as the primary

guidance mechanism. The NIE would have substantial control over

the content of these projects and, thus, because of the competition

among R&D institutions receiving core grants and others competing

for the NIE's awards, over the programs of the R&D institutions.

One result of the core grant system would be that the NIE could

support a larger number of R&D institutions per dollar of institu-

tional aid. Even with the low percentage of NIE resources dedicated

to institutional development in this strategy (5 percent), about

the sane number of R&D institutions would probably be supported ,.Az

in the first NIE model.

Consistent with the emphasis in Strategy II on internal manage-

ment control, most of the resources for training R&D personnel would

probably be directed by the grogram Manageri responsible for funds-

- mental research and practice-oriented R&D to problem areas where the

needs for higher quality R&D manpower are greatest. Most of these

training projects would probably be located in universities as a

means of attracting the most able of the student population into

educational R&D.

Activities

The Model II strategy for the NIE implies an emphasis on .certain

R&D activities (See "Activities" in Fig. 6). The strategy's emphasis

on a managerial approach to educational R&D and on the efficacy of

utilizing existing capabilities to solve problems suggests that

within the problem-solving objective broad-scale attacks on chronic

educational problems (see activities included in Objective I) would

probably be emphasized. The NIE would probably assume the responsi-

bility for these efforts from initial formulation well into the

implementation stages of activity so that viable solutions would be

assured. At some point, however, implementation responsibility would
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probably be transferred to another agency and the program terminated,

since the NIE would probably not command the resources necessary

for nationwide implementation. Most of these efforts directed

toward solving chronic problems would probably receive a substantial

portion of the NIE's total resources when the transfer occurred.

Qther important problem-solving activities would probably include

responses to Office of Education needs and solving priority problems.

Activities emphasized in fundamental research would include investi-

gations to determine the goals of education as an aid in answering

questions, such as where R&D resources should be allocated and how

educational improvements should be designed. Activities under the

practice-oriented R&D objective would probably center on educational

development, involving the production of educational products useful

in the schools. Large-scale experiments would probably be conducted,

but in most cases as part of a problem-solving effort under Objective I

rather than as part of a practice-oriented R&D activity (Objective II).

As a consequence of the short time perspective of activities under

Objective I, experiments in Strategy II would more often be a single

project or a single round of several projects conducted simultaneously

as opposed to Strategy III, which emphasizes conducting cumulative

sequences of experiments, each sequence requiring a long period of

time to reach maturity and completeness.

Performing Community

A larger proportion of the R&D performer community would probably

be located in nonuniversity research institutes and R&D organizations

in Strategy II than in the other strategies because of the emphasis

on problem-solving and the general orientation of responding to NIE

requests. Neither university personnel nor educational agencies are

as capable of responding to a managerial environment that demands

rapid and flexible responses.

Another characteristic of the performer community would probably

be a greater degree of homogeneity. Subcommunities of R&D performers

would be less identifiable because of the pressures for multidisci-

plinary teamwork on problem-solving activities and the lack of
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direct managerial action to strengthen peer communities. Management

would be more concerned with finding the right performer for a job

than with strengthening performance in various areas of research.

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY

The second strategy specifies dividing responsibility by R&D

objectives and utilizing a matrix structure, but further specifica-

tion is needed to more fully understand which parts of an organization

adopting Strategy II would perform which responsibilities. For

Model II, this issue will be resolved by making a number of choices

guided by our understanding of Strategy II. 'it,gether with the

factors that have just been discussed, these choices and others to be

made subsequently will determine Model II for NIE. The resulting

plan, shown in Fig. 6, is very similar in form to Rand's initial

design for the NIE,* although much more detailed and specific.

The NIE's responsibilities could be divided among four major

units of organization. One major unit could be the Directorate of

Programs, which would be responsible for the NIE's problem-solving

objective. This directorate could be one dimension of the matrix

organizational structure specified by the second strategy. Thus,

programs in the directorate would draw on the other NIE directorates

for most of their staff. This directorate would be the temporary
**

dimension needed in a matrix organization, since each of the

problem-solving efforts in the directorate would have a finite

lifetime.

The second major NIE organizational unit could be the Directorate

of Ad*inistration and liknogenant, The other NIE models would have

an administrative services unit but, reflecting the lessor importance

Levlen, R. E., NationaZ Institute of Education: Preliminary
Plan for the Proposed Institute, The Rand Corporation, R-657-HEW,
February 1971.

**
See p. 20 for a discussion of the dimensions of the matrix

organizational structure.
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of management control in the strategies on which these models are

based, administrative services could be provided by a unit in the

Office of the Director. Expert provision of administrative services

is critical to any R&D organization, a point that is hard to over-

emphasize, but in this second model for the NIE, the administrative

arm could assume much greater influence over the substance of R&D

by being designated as a directorate, equal in stature to the other

directorates. This directorate could provide the usual management

services (such as personnel, accounting, and so on). Three other

responsibilities could be assumed by the Directorate of Administration

and Management, indicating its importance within the NIE: (1) organize

internal reviews of all NIE programs, (2) build and operate an information

system to aid the other divisions in problem analysis, and (3) analyze

manpower utilization within the NIE. The manpower analysis function would

be important because of the tendency for the matrix organizational

structure to revert to a linear structure over the long run. The

manpower analysis function would be to monitor the pattern of personnel

assignments within the NIE to detect this tendency at an early stage.

Direct managerial action would then be taken to restore the proper

balance of personnel assignments within the NIE.

The objectives of fundamental research, practice-oriented R&D,

institution-building, and manpower improvement could be assigned to

a third major unit called the Directorate of Education R&D. The

purpose of this directorate would be to produce knowledge, products,

and manpower intrinsically useful in meeting educational needs, but

also useful as reso3rces for future problem-solving efforts. Thus, the

directorate's activities would be considered an investment in future

problem-solving capability as well as a source of directly imple-

mentable results. Forty-three percent of the NIE's budget would be

allocated to this directorate, assuming the proportions discussed

above were adopted.

See p. 22 for a discussion of this aspect of the matrix
organizational structure.
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A Center for Education Studies could be a fourth major NIE

organizational unit responsible for the policy studies objective.

In addition, thy' Center could have the major responsibility for

generating new program ideas for the Directorate of Programs and

for pursuing them through a pilot-study phase. To provide a base

for policy studies and program planning activities, the Center could

support a large intramural research activity--larger than in any

of the other NIE models.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The principal structural feature in this second model for NIE

is the matrix method of organization. As mcitioned above, the

Directorate of Programs could draw from all three of the other

directorates for staff in conducting its problem-solving activities,

particularly from the Center for Education Studies. The Center

could be a primary source of program design talent. The matrix

method of staffing could also be used by the other directorates for

special purposes: to assist the Directorate of Administration and

Management in designing useful information systems, the Directorate

of Educational um in selecting projects, and the Office of the

Director in performing evaluation functions.

Internal Structure

The, internal orgsnizational structures of the Directorate of

Programs, the Directorata of Administration and Management, the

Directorate of Education M, and the Office of the Director (Tables

14 through 17) could be essentially linear. The Directorate of

Programs could be organized by program and the Directorate of

Education R&D by R&D objective. The three major of the

Directorate of Education R&D could be the Division of Education

Science (fundamental research), the Division of Education Practice

(practice-oriented R&D) and the Diirision of R&D Resources (institution

building and training). The Directorate of7Kainistration and

Management could be organized by its major activities.
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The Center for Education Studies could be a matrix organization

with two dimensions, the Center's policy studies and generation of

new programs on one dimension and discipline-oriented departments

on the other dimension. The discipline-oriented set of departments

on one dimension would be a convenient arrangement for managing the

intramural research activity on which both problem-solving and policy

studies would depend. This department structure would appeal to the

university faculty and graduates needed to maintain the requisite

quality in the Center's intramural research staff. The responsibility

for performing policy-studies and generating new programs on the second

dimension would be assumed by temporary task forces of staff from

the departments. As a result, policy studies and generation of new

programs would be the temporary dimension of the Center's matrix

organization. The Center's organization is described in Table 18.

Staffing Plan

Reasonable staffing plans for the major units called for in

Strategy II appear in Tables 14 through 18. As in the first NIE

model, the basic management unit in the Directorate of Education R&D

could be a team consisting of one Program Director and a staff

of eight Associate Program Directors and four planners who would

have primary authority for all the R&D in an assigned problem area

and a budget of $6 to 10 million. In the Directorate of Programs,

the basic management unit would be a team consisting of management-

oriented people, mostly from the Directorate of Programs, and subject

matter specialists drawn from throughout the NIE.

The staffing plan for the Directorate of Education R&D has been

designed to provide approximately one professional (at the level of

GS-15 or lower) per approximately $800,000 of extramural projects

in the Education Practice Division and one professional per

$1,000,000 of extramural projects in the Education Science Division.

The team would have only one planner in the Education Science
Division.
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The staffing plan of the Directorate of Programs allows for one

professional per $500,000 of extramural projects; achievable if the

Center for Education Studies has 500 professionals. These ratios

and levels are necessary for achieving the styles of management

employed in the directorates. The ratios were achieved by assuming

that roughly one-fourth of the total GS-15 man-years in the Education

R&D Directorate and one-third of the total Center for Education Studies

man-years are allocated to programs in the Directorate of Programs. The

resulting total staff complement of 863 is almost double the staff size

of Model I.

A salient feature of the staffing plans in Tables 14 to 18 is

the comparatively high proportion of staff positions specified for

professionals having a management background. For example, of the

four Assistant Director positions, only one, the Director of the

Center for Education Studies, does not have an R&D management

orientation. In Model I, only one Assistant Director position

specifies a strong management background. And, at the GS-17

;level, the several Program Manager positions in the Directorate

of Programs would be filled by skilled program managers, further

providing the organization with a management approach. Throughout

the organization there is a larger proportion of management analysts,

program analysts, and other management-oriented professionals.

Another significant feature of the staffing plans in Model II

is that the planning function has been decentralized throughout

the organization by providing every Program Manager (or Director)

with a small planning staff. In this way, planning would be

a line responsibility and an integral part of program management..

The planning staffs at higher levels have been intentionally kept

small and more program-budgeting oriented than research-oriented

to maintain planning as a decentralized function. To further

reinforce the planning function in this model, approximately equal

pay could be provided for planning staffs and their counterpart

program management staffs throughout the organization.

Because of the emphasis on evaluation in the highly directed

management styles that are part of Strategy II, an important staff

position in this NIE model could be to establish a.Director, Office
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of Evaluation (see Table 14 staffing plan for the Office of the

Director), who could be responsible for organizing evaluations of

all NIE programs. In view of the importance given to this position,

the salary could be established at the rate of GS-18, which is

equivalent to tilt. salary of the Assistant Directors of the director-

ates and higher thas any of the Program Directors or Managers.

The Director of Evaluation would have greater authority over program

content in this model for the NIE than the person responsible for

evaluation in either of the other models. The Office of. Evaluation

is discussed in greater detail on p. 81.

Another feature of the Model II staffing plan could be the use

of the Center for Education studies as a principle source of

developing highly qualified program managers. The emphasis on

management in this model makes this a critical need. The general

high quality of the Center staff and the discipline-oriented

department structure would be attractive to high-quality performers

from the R&D community and, therefore, would facilitate the task

of recruiting them for the Center staff. Because of the matrix

structure, most of those recruited would eventually be exposed to

program management in contributing to a program in the Directorate

of Programs. Some would become interested in taking on more program

management responpibility. These staff members could be assigned

to a succession of positions having gradually increasing levels of

management responsibility. By this process, the NIE could develop

much of its own management talent.

MANAGEMENT STYLES

Following the specification in Strategy II to use the more

directed management styles,.a reasonable selection for the Directorate

of Education RAD, for example, would be to choose the interventionist

style in the Education Science Division, the centralized style in

the Education Practice Division, and the decentralised style in the

RAD\Essources Division. The directive style could be chosen for

the Directorate of Programs. These selections are listed at the

bottom of Fig. 6.
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Despite making these general specifications, managerial flexi-

bility would probably be a hallmark of the NIE if it followed

Strategy II, especially in the Directorate of Programs. The Directorate

of Programs would probably emphasize its ability to assemble staff

members into a program management team, and structure it to meet the

demands of the problem to be solved. A wide variety or plans might

be used, but a typical management plan is described in Table 15.

All such program management plans would probably be organic, changing

to meet unexpected discoveries and growing differentiall; at various

stages of the problem-solving sequence from design to implementation.

Program Planning

A different approach tc planning could be employed in each

major NIE unit, reflecting the different management styles chosen.

In the Directorate of Education R&D, for example, programs in the

Education Science Division could be planned in the same way as

programs in the Fundamental Research Division of Model I, by

determining areas of need and recruiting R&D performers to work in

these areas. Programs in the Education Practices Division could

be more carefully planned. Each program in the division could have

a planning staff of four (or five) that would continually examine

research related to the program, work with practitioners to detect

and diagnose problems, and prepare program plans. A statement of

the program's R&D objectives could be disseminated annually to the

R&D performing community to inform them of the problems that the NIE

considered. important. In the R&D Resources Division, needs for the

centerr and R&D marpower training could be determined by the Program

Directors in the other divisions with coordination provided by the

R &D. Resources Division staff. The plans for training projects could

be implemented by the Program Directors in the other divisions by

stimulating proposals in high-priority areas. Often these proposals

could be promoted in conjunction with an R&D project to enhance the

quality of the training experience. The plans for centers could be

inplemented by the R&D Resources Division staff by stimulating

applications for new centers and by reallocating the budget among

the existing centers.
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Planning in the Directorate of Programs could be more detailed

and specific than in the Directorate of Education R&D, even more

detailed than in the problem-solving activity in Model I. As

previously specified, most ideas for problem - solving programs could

originate in the Center for Education Studies as a by-product of

conducting intramural research and policy studies. The Center would

'develop these ideas through an experimental pilot-study phase to

test feasibility and promise. The Director of NIE could then choose

which programs to transfer to the Directorate of Programs. Some

of the Center staff involved in the pilot studies could continue ,

working on the programs, constituting a nucleus of staff. More

staff would be added, including a program manager, and then the

program would be further developed. This development could include

selecting a specific end objective and a detailed plan of intermediate

objectives and resource requirements. In most cases, such a plan

would be frequently modified throughout its duration.

Project Generation

As a consequence of choosing the most directed management styles,

a large proportion of project ideas would be generated by internal

staff. In the Education Practice Division, the Program Planning

Staffs and the Associate Program Directors could identify projects

that have particular relevance to a practical need and could arrange

contracts for getting the work done. Most of the division's projects,

however, would be unsolicited. In the Directorate of Programs,

almost every project idea could be generated by internal staff,

written into a Request for Proposal, and circulated for competitive

bid. Because of this strong reliance on internal generation of

project ideas, the NIE's internal research staff, particularly the

planning staffs and the staff of the Center for Education Studies,

would have to be of exceptionally high quality. The importance of

having high-quality staff in this NIE model, where so many of the

project ideas are generated internally, is difficult to overemphasize.
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Evaluation

The management-orientation of this strategy is evident in the

evaluation phases of R&D management which, because of the use of highly

directed management styles, would releive more attention than in

any of the other NIE models. Evaluations could be conducted at

three different levels.

Project Evaluation. One type of evaluation could be carried

out at the project level, which would consist of retrospective

evaluation of single projects or perhaps groups of projects addressing

the sane issue. This evaluation function could be the responsibility

of the Office of Project Evaluation in the Office of the Director.

The Office of Project Evaluation could (1) evaluate the research

methodology of NIE projects on a sample basis (as a check on research

quality) and (2) evaluate the technical validity of R&D projects

at the requLdt of users (particularly for their use in determining

policy). The Office of Project Evaluation could also maintain

records of contractor and grantee performance to aid in selecting

future project performers.

Program Evaluation. Two other types of evaluation could be

conducted at the program level. One could be internal program

reviews: each Program Director would address a panel of Directorate

Managers annually on the objectives, progreris, and needs of his

program. The panel could consist of the Assistant Director plus

the first level of managers, all from the directorate of the program

being reviewed. The panel could question the Proven Director in a

number of areas including particularly the relationships between

his program and the others. A second, more comprehensive type of

evaluation could be the assessment of larger segments of NIE

activity at regular, multiyear intervals. These assessments could

be organized by the Office of Evaluation but conducted by outside

organizations. The Director of 'fhe Office of Evaluation would

have to be an exceptionally strong and management-oriented individual,

and be firmly backed by the NIE Director to maintain the integrity

of this evaluation function.
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Fig. 6--Model Produce R&D Results
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to teams of perforeere rather then to individuals.

These performing would be located almost exclusively in non-
profit SAD institutes, private PAD _.- ratios, education
agencies, or wherever lauded talons be found.

Assistant Director for Proven
Salary: GS-18 equivalent.
intensive background in amaing

technological development

Wane..

Program Msyerea
Salary: CS-17 equivalent.
One unarm per program.
Experience in managing 140

mend large Pr0Srmos.

Allocates budget to projects.

Contract Manatmant Staff"
Salary: GS-12 to GS-16.
Provide contract menagammt
services.

Provide project amassment

Program Advisory Panel
Salary: per diem pey,e4i

or two weeks per yerr. 11
Total of flea to tee mabers .

broadly representative of
the program's concerns.

Adan tttttt IVO Support Staff"

Salary: CS-12 to GS-16.

Personnel seat as.
Financial and actouutiog services.
Conference errengsmants.

Plash Selma: ad ::2stlyele Design Crow" laparlaant Manalment ttttt "

Mgr' Salary: GS-12 to CS-16. Salary: CS-12 to CS-16.

Salary: 0-12 to CS-16. Entfre "mariner from Organise mad rage almanacs
bromide the IS and other MIK major unite. conducted by the program.

continvol updating of Generate project ilea and

detailed program pima. plane; design experiments.

Prepare budget projection and
prograrbudating analyses.

Project Nmeaseemot Staff*.
Salary: 05-12 to GS-16.

Haag, all other projects
conducted by the program.

Neap contractor selection
panels.

Information and Data Systeme
Starr'

Salsryt 05 -12 to C6 -16.

Entire staff atrial from
other MIS major mite.

Satablish and magi data-
gathering.

Marketial and Distribution Staff.*
Salary: CS-12 to CS-16.
Naas the implementation of

Proffer' results.

*lath program would be structured to fit the problem being solved. The structure outlined in tie table is an example of one

possibility.

e.The staff anger (05 -16 salary) would be a permanent esployee of tha Direct ttttt of Praire is wet cases. Most of the

remaining stuff (05 -12 to 05 -16) wound be "marina" from another 511 major unit.



Table 15 (Continued)

inartIlled pile, paella, of the emergence-type.. would b. prepared. A specific terser objective and
interrelate decisive criteria woad be specified. The plot would be coalman, updated throe out
the life of the prognm.

All program staffs. but particularly the Imago Swoop. would be involved in pus I and modifying
the program plum.

Program plans would be preseetsd to the Meletaat Director or Propene and the Program Mallory panel.

poitaiftinaps
P501011 Osealatios. Mat projects would be serrated sad plumed in detail by as proem staff
(perticelerly the Deeignjiroup) A Project Mspagemeat Staff smeller and the project oriegestore would
write out s paject &PP.'"

Mmelleitod proposals would aloe be cemsidered by either the Deals& Ot0.; -.4 Proem Mousier. or both.

Prelat Selective. A Costroct Nanagsmeat ember world comma a soma of NIB staff to review
e ach project 10 for appropria:ceess to program pleas and COatraCtor @autism triteri,,.

The saes panel would ream all proposal. submitted to respesze to the SIP and recomond those lour
judged to H the meet capstitive.

The Mums Nair *veld select the best prepssal is emulation with patron staff.

Defoliated proposals woad won be evvismed by a panel of MB gaff and vaults the Program Msmeger's
d ogma her 'undies.

Project Meniteass. Amager of the Project limageseet Staff or isperamet Ibutagseset Staff woad be

assigned (full-tims am projects ever 11500.000) to SOKItOt fach Palest gladioli.

replay meembeemut-by.objectivse review would be ceedected quarterly before a panel omelettes of the
Program Manager and the staff poop leaders.

:iota avr.. 41apleted projects to later/rot the implication

Aeswl propose revives would be mamma to
Adviser, Noel.

The Office of livelmaisa is the Office of the
the program's lifetime.

Carom, 3.. "Ths CORverpoco Techniques A Method for the
Sviesmso. Pal. 13. M. 8, April 1947. p. 248.

"Ssquest for Proposal.

the Asoistmet Director for Mims and the Program

Director would conduct an inespeamot revive midway dories

Illmssiag and 'Programa' of Research Deforms." Menegmovot
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Table 16

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE DIRECTORATE OF ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT

ORGANIZATIONAL
STRUCTURE

ACTIVITIES

STAINING
-nm

MANAGEIMMT
PLAN

The Directorate of Admini and Management would
have three principal offices concerned with program
substance: the Office of Program lulu. the Office of
Information and Data Systems, and the Office of Hannover

Aralyele..

The Office of Prairie Melee would
organise and mum periodic
reviews of all NIL extramural
p ama for the purpose of keeping
each Assistant Director informed
of the objectives. progress. and
needs of each program In his
dire

The Office of Information and Date
Spasm would, in cooperation with
the Deputy Director for Polley Studies
la the Center for Education Studies.
deeign end operate an Information
system to collect information useful
to Nit planners and policy analysts.

Assistant Director. Administration and Manamment
Salary: CS -le equivalent.
Nackground in government adonis

Director of Program Review Director. Informal= and Date System
Salary: GS -16 equivalent. Salary: CS-11 equivalent.

Manses stet[ of three Rackground in policy analysis and
assistants. data system.

Manage ataff of ten researchers
and project emmelleres Elm or ten
other researchers vJuld have
joint appointment with the Center
fa, Education Studies in "metrixed"
arrangement.

Prorejil_laview
cot Ere. reviews would be conductee

annually tot the Dine aaaaaa Cf
Ilduetioo PAD and quarterly for the
Dime tttttt of Progenes. loch

Meager or Director would
Prepare a one -hour briefini and
eupporting documentation for
prementatios to his Assistant

Director.

Program reviews would cover the
objectives of a program, the emerges
earn respect to objectives, sod
program needs. Program reviews
would be attended by other Progren
Directors and Nanuare for COOMMI
cation purposes.

Another office would be included oleo. to provide Wain t services.

The O)fice of Manpower Analysis
would monitor the meiguent of
personnel within the NIL to
check on the functioning of its

. mettle oreanisation.

The Office would also rfovide
comeltatian on orgaeleational
development to the other NIL
major unite.

Streeter. Nunpower Analysis
Salem CS-16 equivalent.
ilackpownd In personnel menage -
mut and organisetiooal
development.

Manage *toff of three analysts.
and msnameint specialists.
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Table 17

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE DIRECTORATE OF EDUCATION R&D

The Directorets of ilduceties IUD weld consist of thm
divisions: the Division of Sducotion Science, the
livielem of latetiso Primula, ad the Divnice of MD
%sources. Bach division would count of a nude% of
propels. Bach program would support a number of ears-
anal SID projects.

Pasties Scion Divisim

Pondennetal %sear% Activities
(Objective 111) mold be
sopporped. with el 1111641118 de
philosophical gad hi cal
Magi% into the pals of
docatiam.

Maltipeor contracts mold be
warded to iedivinal invest' -
Oaten or moltidisciplisary
teams( investigstels.

Most of nine avestignere would
be adversity fealty.

Cistaviee iltrector. Idocatios

ty: OS-11 averneet.
lachareowl and topstatin in

ressarog.
Allocates divisive budget
MOD ailliao) to five
proven.

rreatioa Practice Division

Practice-oriested ebb activities
Objective 11) would be
e mpported. particularly to
d evelop BO astbodolop,
develop curricula, investigate
d ecision policies, evaluate
educational program, sod build
nonitative esdels.

lilltipar castrate would be
seardn neserally to awns
toner thaw ledivideal perform.

Las 'ham on-fourth of those pot-
ful:ere would be goinesite
fealty. The neminer weld be
with nooprofit ressarch insti-
tutions. privet. PAD

education agencies, or wherever
the aseded taleat could be found.

%Um' Mattor. Bducation 160
Salary: ST-16 oquivalost.
Bachwend ad reputation is 110
enagnmat ad research.

Maraca directorate's bode' to
the division:.

goo, giwgion giteutet. Plrming
--lalarys 41-16 equivalent.

leakgreend 1160 planing.

hfogam Viractr
Soler,: OP.16 enivelent.
Total of five is the %wain.
Bedwpound is umearch sod

program 111Wellet
lbaageo e team of sic kneels%
Paw% %rotten wad ens
Program Planer.

MALDP-11.1tgM-4Biligt
-8-da:14-7111411-15.
Total of five is the division,
one per propf%

Background is urn.
Worts to a Propos %totter

and Ospetv DiKUa .11rectot

for Flansisp

Pianists hemp Directors
Soler,: to 25-13.
Total of Pis the division.
Nunn= newish in ae mitred
abject area.

Divisive DAtecter_n_Metetion
Pratt%

S alary: GS-17 equivalent.
Background and !notation in

W umegament.
allot:cm division bodgot

(ND million) to mum
progrEss

Pouts Dlasios %recut,
,Petra nakagetissomst Office

Salary: Cs -IS minivans'.
%%ground is program:tad policy
analysis.

Planain ad lianannsot Staff
Salary: 01.12 to as-12.
Total of tea in the avision.
Sane staff with bat:growl in

program analysis: ONO ,Alth
background in oalogoostt
apatite,.

ilasponeible tot preparing e
stetson' of Mb priorities
and designing sod ape
seeded nesituset costrel
n otes*.

Maras Director
Salary: Or -16 aviveleat.
Total of seven is the division.
Sackposed is 122 program
manailanit.

Maass a tarot sight Moot:ate
Program Directors God a plan-
n ing staff.

IUD ibeources Division

intitotional develop:mat
(Objective VII) ami af,D annpaosr
isproneet (ObjscrAve VI) would
be the priscipal activities.

Poll support weld be gives to
selected RIO casters during their
early years, but subsequestly
only cows support (Objective V11)
would be provided to eons
lostitutine.

Trainee would be perform% on a
rrltiyear groject gust ans.

cost tralaiag projects would be
operated is cosjuncties with
as active In project to enhance
their effectiveness.

-Solliffsb14704kidbfval.
getersiase bedgets for the notate.

a art: GS- 6 &wiggles'.
liseksreend to 1160 monagonst.
Organises delnispnest of non

cestas.

GOOL% Proms% Nam=
S uety: 0 -15.
Total of three in the divimion.
Menses the centers proven.

Traisina Preftre Woman
S alary: GO-15.
Total of three is the division.
%mope treeing projects.

Propos Plena% Staff
S alary: GS-11 to GS-15.
Total of four per program.
Sackgremed is march, %natio*,
or program analysis.

Awsociste_tames Director
Salary: OS-if to 01-15.
Total of Si in the division.
Sackgroond in research, education,
or eenagemmt.

lionone 24D Activity in a alpraSO
subject ens.
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Table 17 (Continued)

/roams Plmutine
A 'torment of broad research
priorities, emottilly new
Mitigator@ needed, would be
prepared menually by the Plan-

Ail* Deputy.

AMOOCIIRO Program Directors would
implement the plan by recruiting
esearchers in priority, areas

red by adjusting their project
selection decieloos.

IMMO DOVOkgpfOnt

Project Generation. Project
ideas wolf be generated by
individual researchers ma
eulmitted for feeding.

Ptoject Selectioa. All proposals
wits dues for funding would
be mat to mil reviewers for
technical evaluation.

Associate Program Directors
would determine the list of
Projects to be supported in
their area in consultation
with ocher Associate Proems
Directors and the Progrm Director.

Protect fromitorier Projects

would mot be smito.ed sub-
stantively.

Proems Evaluation
Program activities reviewed
periodically (for example, every
five years) by the Office of
E valuation in the Office of the
Director.

Program Fla mini
Each program would tamers
statement of its objectives
sonna117. some in specific term
mod me to sameral term.

The Planning end Ilsomemat miff
would coordinate them pimentos
e fforts.

Key projects would be specified
by the Program Planning Staffs
through eveluetima of DAD
actioltiee and model - building

marcime.

Proems plats would be implemented
by dieseeLnatins DAD objectives
and competitively conturettas for
My projects.

Pleura Develoi_primt

Project Smoration. individual
invest LLLLL re would eexcrete project
ideas responding to the SAD
objectives and aubeit them for
funding.

Performers for key projects would
be solicited by Associate Proems
Directors.

Protect Selection. The Deputy
Vtolet** Director would convene
most of Mfg personnel to review
the plans for key projects, review
the Ilsouset for Propoeal for the
key project, and select the beet
bidder.

All other project. would he selected
as in the Education Science Division,
eacept that selection of mail review-
e rs would be moottorad by the Plen-
nine and Mmeeesmat Office.

Project Monitories. My projects,
e specially lerge evaluations, would
be closely monitored by the project
panel madam Associate Program
Director amigeed almost full -tism.

Fromm braluatiou
The Office of Program Swam world
reap an masa "mmeamment -by -
objectives" review (before the
AssicMot Director mad the Division
Directors) of all progress.

The Office of Evaluation in the Office
of the Director would also sposeor
periodic review, as in the IMucatiosal
atlases Division.

111.Prorsanni

PlaMing Smut,
would work with the 'laming
Deputies of the other divisions
end with dm Canter for Meta-
tine Studies to determine Mat
new canters are needed.

Needs for malaise projects
would be determined by the
other divisions.

rosram Development

Project Omerstion. Canter
Program Manegon would put much
of theft .fort into organisins
the notices of new DAD casters.

Training projects world be
stimulated by Program Directors
in the other divisions to met
their priority nesde. Others
w ould H subeitted unsolicited.

/yolect Selectice. Center budgets
w ould be mtsblishedtriannually
by the Diviatou Director.

All Maligns peoposale with a chasm
for funding would !..t soot to ma
reviewers.

The Training Program Directo
would determine the list of
projects to be supported, but,
would respond to the need* scatted

tw the other divIrdese.

Pro tek Evaluation
Each center would be rigorously
e valuated trieo.uslly. The
division would utilise sits -
vi teasels of researchers
and mmeemmrt smarts.

Training activitim would be
emanated by the Office of
tvaluatim in Office of the
Director.
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Table 18

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE CENTER FOR EDUCATION STUDIES

CT11111111

HEM-
DM

The Caster weld assist of five dleciplies-oriested daartn to,
for ample, hum avelepart. social science, educaloa.
scomace, ad snmagomest solaces.

Cease for teasalos Studies

Assistance to the VII Director la alvisiag IOW ea the isplicalosa
of MO for edeeattrsl Policy.

Stadia of the state of Americas educetim.

CSamnialos of lass foram Sit progress, particularly program
for the Daecterste of Program.

teciaical cesaultstaa to other elk major welts.

limagarial end techalcal eapewer peovided to the Directorate
of Predramm.

As_eiemirtigWII
;heal Stets saint

drys - and
ilaeligread reputsclaa la research
she awaddag a reimeara team.

ohues it-tans-tans
Pillraryt Street

ter hues
01-17equieelmot.

Cardleate team at Castor
eselyste Me medal policy
studies ad paean the meats
to she lilt Director.

ferpegff
er cy studies would

M dsteeedeed pally by as
S IR Director ad the Caster
D irector. The Coster staff
would alas giant, Pont!
issues te be analysed.

Arta_ suncteg_tor lisof rearadi
Salmi 01-11 aufweleat.
Sauget, the essoratla of
program lass ea eremelas
seal tams to develop theme
ideas.

Prsgrae_Planaleg
mania of Maim elastics'
ad other Cater activities would
smOODOt ldoso for large-scale
directed pregame. Osserstloa
of these idea would be eacourega
awl suppowted through initial
stows et pleating by the Deputy
for Na Program.

TM Olt 'lactate's/4 decide
sidch programs to traelaer to the
D irectorate of Program for full -

S cala devslopemat.

The Cater wield support flatted
w eber of pilot studies to tat
Mersa !doss.

Total of five la the raster.
deputatiee la resat&
Staffs the Costar ad viaducts
e prop= of Manama reasra.

Cater Stn f
1 aisayi0-11 through 4% -13.
Total of SIP la the Cater.
Magmas meetly la research
ad policy etwttes, bet ado
edweatimal prattles .1 oast
holds.

At last 40 of the staff would
have fellowship appointers
These appolateee would be
widely recognised Set
admialstrators, practitifters,
sod pent figures.

Program 'valuation
Thu Mice of &valuation in the
Office of the Director would
conduct asprelassive evaluative,.
of Guts, activities st regular

laterals (Pupas mg flue
7911111).
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V. NIE MODEL III: SUPPORT DISCIPLINED CHANGE

OVERVIEW

The third model for NIE implements Strategy III, the strategy

based on the Support-Disciplined-Change plan for organizing the R&D

performer community. Many of the organizational and managerial

techniques employed in the model are used by the Office of Child

Development or the Office of Economic Opportunity, but others have

been specifically designed to satisfy particular parts of Strategy III.

As specified in Sec. II, choosing the Support-Disciplined-Change

plan for organizing the R&D community implies the following choices

of the other design elements:

1. Objectives: practice-oriented R&D (Objective II) is emphasized.

2. Division of responsibility: By R&D objectives.

3. Organizational structure: Linked or matrix.

4. Management style: At most, moderately directed.

The principal question in this strategy is whether to use 'a linked

or matrix structure. There are no strong reasons for preferring

either of these structures; however, a choice must be made. Because

problem-solving is a moderately important activity in this strategy

and because, as described in the previous section, the matrix organ-

izational structure is advantageous in conducting problem-solving

activity, the matrix structure is chosen for this model of the NIE.

The reliance on inventive practitioners for program and project

ideas and the greater use of experimental interventions wculd (in

most conceivable models following Strategy III) tend to make the NIE

externally oriented. The use of moderately directed management

styles (if used) would tend to make the NIE internally oriented.

Taking these factors in balance, the NIE would probably be somewhere

midway in its orientation between the extreme external orientation

of Model I and the extreme internal orientation of Model II.
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OBJECTIVES

A reasonable distribution of the NIE's budget among the R&D

objectives consistent with the Strategy III would be approximately

20 percent for problem-solving (Objective I), 55 percent for practice-

oriented R&D (Objective II), 15 percent for fundamental research

(Objective III), and 5 percent for training R&D personnel (Objective VI).

These proportions, modified slightly to allow for some other specific

NIE activities, are listed in Fig. 7. Of the amount specified for

practice-oriented R&D, 10 percent (or 5 percent of the total NIE

budget) would reasonably be allocated to support practice-oriented

R&D institutions. Of the amount specified for fundamental research,

33 pezcent (or 5 percent of the total NIE budget) would reasonably be

allocated to direct support of fundamental research institutions.

All these institutions would be located at various sites across the

country.

Strategy III implies that the form of this institutional support

should be the same as in Model I--an institutional grant--but for

a different reason. Strategy III specifies that a portion of the R&D

supported by the NIE should serve as a check on the experimental

intervention activities that are emphasized. By providing a number

of R&D institutions with a sizeable grant of almost guaranteed,

long-term support, these institutions would more likely conduct R&D

that challenges the experimental intervention activities supported

by the NIE. However, because of the limited proportion of the NIE's

funds allocated to institutions and the policy of providing insti-

tutional grants, substantially fewer R&D institutions could be

supported with this strategy than with either of the other strategies.

The smaller number of R&D institutions supported means that a

network of R&D institutions, each serving most of the needs of a

region, would be infeasible. Instead, with Strategy III, the NIE

would probably have the R&D institutions it supports specialize

in a limited subject or problem area. As another means of providing

an independent check on the NIE's other R&D activities, one or two

of these institutions might be specified as policy study centers.

Approximately 5 percent of the NIE's resources could reasonably be

allocated to these extramural policy study centers.
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Activities

Strategy III implies that demonstration and large-scale experiments

(which are included in Objective II) would be a more prominent activity

in Model III than in either of the models based on the first two
**

strategies. The deemphasis on long-range planning in Strategy III

and the limited resources allocated to problem-solving suggests

that broad-scale attacks on chronic educational problems probably

would not often be attempted. Strategy III does not imply that other

activities supporting objectives should be particularly emphasized or

deemphasized.

Performing Community

With this model for the NIE, a larger proportion of the educa-

tional R&D performers would probably be practitioners than with the

models designed to implement either of the other strategies. In

addition, many of these practitioners would probably be educational

innovators not closely associated with an established educational

system. This large proportion of practitioners is a likely result

of the emphasis on invention and experimentation as practice-

oriented R&D activities. Thus, in general, there would probably be

a much greater involvement of so- called social activists in the

NIE's programs and more of an action orientation.

DIVISION OF RESPONSIBILITY

A matrix organizational structure and division of responsibility

by R&D objectives has been chosen for Model III, but a specific

The term "demonstration" is used to describe an educational
intervention undertaken early in the development of a concept to test
its basic soundness and to explore alternative approaches to its

realization. In demonstrations, evaluation is, for the most part,

done qualitatively and subjectively. The term "experiment" is used
to describe an educational intervention undertaken to rigorously
validate the effect of a large-scale educational development and measure

how it can be improved. In experiments, evaluation is much more
quantitative and thorough, including a much clearer exposition of

goals than in demonstrations: clearly, there is a continuum of types

of interventions between the two extremes.
**
See the discussion on p. 40.



assignment of R&D objectives to the major units in the matrix organiza-

tional structure has not been made. This will be resolved by making

a number of choices that are guided by our understanding of Strategy III.

We can divide responsibilities among three major units of

organization, compared to four in the previous models. The assignment

of responsibility to major units chosen is shown in Fig. 7. Tables

19 through 21 provide detailed plans of those major units.

As was discussed previously, the experimental intervention -.

activity emphasized within the practice-oriented R&D objective in

Strategy III could be assigned to one major unit called the Office

of Experimentation and Innovation.
**

Of the portion of the NIE budget

allocated to practice-oriented R&D, 70 percent (or 35 percent of the

total NIE budget) could reasonably be assigned to this office.

It could be responsible for stimulating and generating ideas for

experimental interventions, organizing pilot projects, and developing

basic concepts into working models. As discussed in Strategy III,

this development sequence would require many years to reach a mature

stage of development.

At the mature stage of development of a model, when a significant

proportion of the Office of Experimentation and Innovation's budget

would typically be spent on the model, it could be transferred to

a second major unit called the Office of Programs. The NIE would

probably consider these so-called mature interventions as part of

Objective I--exploiting significant research accomplishments.

The Office of Programs could also have responsibility for

conducting other problem - solving activities included in Objective I.

By assigning althe problenrsolving responsibility to the Office of

Programs, an organizationally distinct unit for handling urgent

requests for R&D products would be provided, thereby allowing the

Office of Experimentation and Innovation and other major units of
***

the NIE to concentrate on long-range goals.

Sec. II, p. 49.

* *The Experimental Schools program currently supported by the

Office of Education could be part of this office.
***

The importance of this feature was discussed on p. 49.
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The Office of Experimentation and Innovation could also support

a small amount of fundamental research (Objective III) in addition

to practice-oriented R&D as a means of tapping the research community

for new program ideas and stimulating fundamental researchers to work

on relevant problems. The amount of support could be small, for

example, 1 percent.

The third major NIE unit, the Office of Eclucation R&D, could have

very similar responsibility to the Directorate of Education R&D

in Model II for the NIE: fundamental research (Objective III),

manpower improvement (Objective VI), institutional development

(Objective VII), and practice-oriented R&D (Objective II), excluding

experimental intervention activity. In fulfilling this responsibility,

the Office of Education R&D could counterbalance the Office of

Experimentation and Innovation in a number of ways: by setting

higher standards of technical rigor instead of compromising precision
**

for pacticability, by investigating the same problems being

addressed by the Office of Experimentation and Innovation with

different (more conventional) R&D methods, and by investigating

pr;:lblems not being addressed by that office. The Office of Education

U&D would thus be in tension with the Office of Experimentation and

Innovation and serve as an evaluative check on its intervention

activities.

In terms of the budget for each of these offices, the choices

that have been made above result in a budget with 44 percent for the

Office of Education R&D and 36 percent for the Office of Experimenta-
***

Lion and Innovation, a condition of approximate equivalence.

As will be described in a subsequent section, however, the stafl of

the Office of Experimentation and Innovation would need to be much

Except for the fundamental research supported by the Office of
Experimentation and Innovation.

**
See p. 42.

***
The Office of Education R&D's budget can be obtained by

subtracting the practice-oriented R&D and the fundamental research
activities supported by the Office of Experimentation and Innovation
from the aggregate distribution selected above for Model III. The
results of this calculation are shown in Fig. 7.
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larger--about three times as large. The extra staff would be mostly

intramural researchers and other support personnel, but when added

to the managers of extramural activities, this staff would probably

constitute a very strong force difficult for the rest of the insti-

tute, and particularly the Office of the Director, to control.

In studying R&D management in federal agencies, we have observed

that programs containing a large, intramural component that is

permanent and integrated with the programs tend to have great inertia.

The Office of Experimentation and Innovation's method of taking a

long-run view of educational improvement would probably also tend

to reduce the Director's control over the office. Moreover, the

office's programs would be highly visible, since they would be

educational interventions, and might, on occasion,.be able to

generate substantial public support. Since a significant proportion

of the NIE's extramural budget (36 percent) would be spent by this

office, and its autonomy is potentially so great, there is danger that

there would be a significant imbalance of power within the NIE.

To counteract this possibility, the Office of the Director

could be given greater power in this model. This power could be

established in the following ways:

o Assign responsibility for conducting policy studies to

the NIE Director.

o Assign intramural researchers to the Office of the Director

to assist with policy studies.

o Establish a strong capability in the Office of the Director

for evaluating all NIE programs.

o Establish a vigorous external relations capability to

introduce pressure for change in NIE programs.

o Assign responsibility for generating new NIE programs to

the Office of the Director.

To assume these responsibilities, the Office of the Director would

probably need a larger staff than in either of the other NIE models.

The suggested staff for the Office of the Director in Model III.
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is shown in Fig. 7: 81 permanent professional positions, or 60 percent

larger than the staff of Model II and 800 percent larger than that

of Model I. The internal procedures of this Office of the Director

will be discussed in part of the next section.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

The matrix method of organization has been chosen for achieving

coordination in this third model for the NIE. One application of

the matrix method would be that mature interventions transferred from

the Office of Experimentation and Innovation to the Office of Programs

could have personnel transferred along with them on a temporary

basis. Another application could be that other programs in the

Office of Programs would draw on any of the other NIE offices for

design and management assistance. Program in the Office of Programs

would be of finite duration and, therefore, the Office of Programs

would be the temporary dimension of matrix organization.

The matrix method of staffing has also been chosen for part

of the Office of the Director, but detailed discussion of this

arrangement is deferred until the section entitled "Staffing Plan."

Internal Structure

The internal structures of the Office of Programs and the

Office of Education R&D could be essentially linear as in Model II,

with similar division into organizational units. The Office of

Programs could be organized by program (problem) and staffed in

virtually the sane way as the Directorate of Programs in Model II.

The internal structure could be so similar to the Directorate of

Programs in Model II that an organizational and managerial plan

for the Office of Programs will not be included in this Model III.

(Readers can refer to Table 15 for a detailed plan of that directorate.)

As in Model II, the Office of Education R&D could be divided by R&D

objectives into the Division of Education Foundations, the Division

of Education Practice, and the Division of Institutional Resources.

The staffing and management plans are'shown in Table 21.
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The internal structure of the Office of Experimentation and

Innovation could be essentially linear also, with a division of

responsibility by subject area or problems, whichever was compatible

with the interests of the office. The divisions within the office

could appropriately be called centers. Each center could have an

area of interests in which its energies would be concentrated, and

in the aggregate, the centers could cover only a portion of the range

of possible educational concerns. For example, early childhood (up

to eight years of age), language and reading, teacher education,

or educational incentives could be the domain of a center. Centers

would not be viewed as permanent organizational units, although the

long-range perspective that Strategy III prescribes for this office

would tend to make permanent units of the centers for all practical

purposes.

Within each center, responsibility could probably be organized

satisfactorily in a number of ways. One attractive way could be to

adopt a variation of the method followed by the Office of Planning,

Research, and Evaluation in the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO).

Following the OEO plan, the center could consist of three separate

functionally divided groups:

o An Experiment Organization and Design Group that would

organize performer team for experiments and demonstrations,

organize constituency support for these experiments and

demonstrations, prepare the technical designs, and generate

ideas for new intervention programs.

o A Policy Research Group that would conduct intramural

research pertinent to the center's responsibility, generate

ideas for new intervention programs, and prepare analyses

of program issues for the center director.

o An Evaluation Group that would analyze natural experiments

for program ideas, prepare evaluation designs for experiments

and demonstrations, conduct formative evaluations of ongoing

programs; and analyze completed experiments and demonstrations

to recommend what should be done next.
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With this division of responsibility, each center would typically be

involved with developing a number of distinct (but possibly related)

concepts, and all three groups could be concerned simultaneously

with all these concepts. Each group would approach a concept from

a different perspective (assuming staff are properly chosen) and

the center director could encourage strong interactions among the

groups as a means of generating constructive criticism and creative

insights. The Experiment Organization and Design Group could be the

most action-oriented; the Policy Research Group, the most academic

and fundamental; and the Evaluation Group, the most disciplined in

terms of the precision of measurement demanded.

The Office of the Director could also be structured linearly

and divided according to its functional responsibilities. Five

principal units within the Office of the Director could be the

Office of Planning and Budgeting, the Office of Evaluation, the

Office of Policy Studies, the Office of External Relations, and the

Office of Administrative Services. The Office of Planning and

Budgeting could prepare annual and long-range budget plans for the

NIE supported by program analyses. The Office of Evaluation could

have responsibilities equivalent to the Office of Evaluation in

Model II (Table 14)--organization of major reviews of all NIE

programs, including the centers in the Office of Experimentation and

Innovation at approximately five-year intervals. The Office of

Policy Studies could have a dual responsibility similar to the Center

for Education Studies in Model II (Table 18)--conducting policy

studies and generating ideas for new NIE programs. The Office of

External Relations could organize constituency support for the NIE's

programs and for changes in them. The Office of Administrative Services

will not be discussed in detail since it will not be assigned any

direct role in managing the substance of the NIE's R&D programs.

A detailed plan for the Office of the Director appears in Table 19.

Staffing Plan

Reasonable staffing plans for the NIE to follow in implementing

Strategy III appear in Tables 19 through 21 for all offices except the
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Office of Programs and in Table 15 for the Office of Programs.

Similar to the other models for the NIE, the basic management unit

in the Office of Education R&D could be a team consisting of one

Program Director and a staff of several Associate Program Directors

and two planners, who would have primary authority for all the R&D

in an assigned problem area and a budget of $5-7 million. In the

Office of Programs, the basic management unit would also be a team

consisting of management- oriented people, mostly from the Office of

Programs, and subject matter specialists drawn from throughout the

NIE just as in Model II.

The staffing plan in the Office of Experimentation and Innova-

tion would be different due to its organizational structure. The

Evaluation Group could be staffed with professionals from a mixture

of backgrounds: survey research, evaluation design, and subject

matter relevant to the center's interests. The evaluation staff

could be evenly divided by research discipline between personnel

from the quantitative, analytical fields and the "softer," social

and behavioral fields. The Policy Research Group could consist of

highly qualified educational researchers and policy analysts. The

Experiment Organization and Design Group could be the most distinctive,

the majority of itt staff having a background in political organization,

community relations, or educational practice. The Experiment

Organization and Design Group could also include a number of

specialists in experimental design who would be more research-

oriented than the others in the group.

The staffing plans for the offices have been designed to provide

approximately one professional per $800,000 of extramural projects

in the Division of Education Practice; one per $1,000,000 in the Division

of Education Foundations; one per $500,000 in the Office of Programs

and one per $350,000 in the Office of Experimentation and Innovation.

These ratios were achieved by assuming that approximately one-fifth

of the professional man-years in the Office of 'Education R&D and the

A team would not have any planners in the Division for Educa-
tion Foundations.
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Office of Experimentation and Innovation are allocated to programs

in the Office of Programs. The comparatively low ratio of project

dollars to staff in the Office of Experimentation and Innovation is

assigned to provide the extra staff capacity needed for project

organizing while still providing enough technical design capability

to maintain strong control over program content. The resulting

staff complement of 606 is midway between the staff sizes for

Models I and II.

The manpower for the Office of the Director could be partly

permanent staff and partly "matrixed" staff from th.. Office of

Experimentation and Innovation. Staff from the Experiment Organiza-

tion and Design Groups in the Office of Experimentation and Innovation

could work for the Office of External Relations. Staff from the

Policy Research Groups could work for the Office of Policy Studies.

And, staff from the Evaluation Groups could be matrixed to the

Office of Planning and Budgeting to do program analyses. Staff

from the Evaluation Groups would probably not be matrixed to the

Office of Evaluation in order to maintain its independence. These

matrix relationships would probably have the extra advantage of

facilitating the termination of a center in the Office of Experi-

mentation and Innovation and starting a new one, should this be

desirable, since the center staffs could easily be transferred

to the Office of the Director or to other center staff groups.

This matrix relationship between the Office of the Director and the

Office of Experimentation and Innovation is not indicated in Fig. 7.

The arrangement is, however, indicated in the individual staffing

plans.

MANAGEMENT STYLES

The last selection to be made in Model III is management styles

and procedures for each of the offices. Strategy III implies that

for most of the NIE's program activities, management styles that

are moderately directed to least directed should be chosen.

A reasonable selection for the Office of Education R&D is the

interventionist style, but with one major modification: instead of
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internal staff selecting R&D projects as specified for the interven-

tionist style, internal staff could select projects in a joint meeting

with a review panel composed of R&D perfoners and others from outside

the NIE. The reason for introducing a peer review panel in the

project selection process is to strengthen the capability of the

Office of Education R&D to resist pressures from the ether NIE

offices to support particular R&D activities. The Office of Education

R&D's independence could also be increased by using a larger number

of panels per dollar of projects evaluated than in the previous

NIE -models where review panels were specified. The independence

provided by these two measures would probably enhance the office's

role of serving as an evaluative check on the programs of the other

NIE offices. The Office of Education R&D's independence would,

however, clearly be relative, since the NIE management would not

relinquish all controls. The influence of the panels could be

limited by not using the project selection procedure of having them

assign numerical scores to project proposals and awarding grants in

the order of these scores.

The Office of Experimentation and Innovation could use a

modified form of the directive style. A more directed management

style is chosen so that the center could concentrate its attention

on a few most promising lines of development. Especially with the

great involvement of the centers in community programs--in addition

to the normal pressures in practice-oriented R&D--there would

probably be a tendency for the centers' programs to fragment into

a large number of unrelated projects. The directive management style

could be used to counter this tendency. The directive style could

be modified principally in that detailed, multiyear program plans

would not be prepared. Instead, planning would be incremental in

nature but guided by long-range objectives. Another modification

Could be that the Policy Resear0 Group staff members, who could fill

the need in a directive management style for an intramural research

capability integrated into the management process, could be provided

with funds with which to award grants to extramural R&D performers.

These grants could be for projects where a Policy Research Group staff
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member collaborated with an extramural investigator (or investigators)

to develop an idea or where an extramural performer wanted to work

on problems of interest to the Policy Research Group staff member.

These projects could include both fundamental resezzch and practice-

oriented R&D activities. The centers in the Office of Experimentation

and Innovation could use these projects as a primary means of tapping

the R&D community for ideas and information relevant to their program

activities.

Another modification of the directive management style could

be that each center director consults with a permanent council of

knowledgeable persons from outside the NIE to advise him on the

selection of large projects and the general directions of the center's

program activiaes. Without this council, the center director's

principal source of opinion would probably be the center staff, who

because of the directed management style used would have substantial

influence over the alternatives presented to the director.

The Office of Programs in this third model for NIE could utilize

a directive management style without contradicting the specification

in Strategy III to deemphasize its use, since the office is assigned

only 20 percent of the NIE's budget and the other major units of

the NIE use other management styles in managing R&D. The Office

of Programs could use the same management plan as the Directorate

of Programs in Model II. This plan is presented in Table 15. There

are no special features that need to be added or modified.
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Fig. 7--Model III: Support Disciplined Change
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Table 19

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR
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Table 20

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE OFFICE OF EXPERIMENTATION AND INNOVATION
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Table 20 (Continued)
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Table 21

DETAILED PLAN FOR THE OFFICE OF EDUCATION R&D

The Office of Education R&D would consist of three content the Division for Natation
Foundations, the Division of Mutation Practice, the Division of Institutional Ilesourna.
Each division (except perhaps the last) would consist of number of programs. Each
program would support a sober of estrassmal research projects.

AcTiviTiss Division of 'duration Voutidatlase

All activities under Objective I
would be supported.

szer

ETA

Multiyear groats would be warded
to individuals and to t' of
performs.

Almost all of that porforiesre would
be located in universities.

DiE,tftr. Myrptioe Foundetin
Salery: OMR/ equivalent.
U megnised eccomplishmeste in research.
Allocates division budget ($24 million)

to five Program.

Div lion of Education Practice
All activities under Objective II
would is supported.

Multiyear panto mod contracts would
ha warded to individuals and to
team of performers.

Approximately one-balf of the performers
would be fro' minnitiee. The
romaindar would be from SAD fire. and
ed eon agescin.

Assistau Director. Office of "duration SAD
Salary: MI -le equivanst.
Iscognind accomplishes:no in research and
SAD unsgemsnt.

Allocates the office's budget to the divisions.

Savisloa Di , education Practice
Salary: -12 equivalent.
langened accomplishments in PAD Menage-
mat.

Allocates division budget ($45 million)
to ale progrus.

Deputy Division Director. Plan:Ise
Salary: GS-16 equivalent. Alger Disdain Director. Plants
background in program and policy aealysia. Salary: OS14 squ aaa .

Cow:Hutu with Policy Research Directors Sckground in program ard policy analysis.
is the Office of Isperientatita and Coordinates with Policy Issurn Directors
Innovation. in that Office of Mveriantation and

Innovation.
Proaras Director
Solari: OS -1S equIvalest. nous
Total of five in the division. eslsryt Gb-l6 equivalent.
Background in Research and program Total of sit in the division.
MOOIOUORt. lckgyoud in RID program mmumement.

N uages ter of fire Associate Program Musses team of sight Associate Program
Directors. Dinctore and a phonies

Division of Institutional Resources
S AD ins el development
(Objective VII) and MD monomer
improvement (Objective VI) would
be the principal activities.

Institutional support (see Objective tlj)
would be lives to few 10 teeters
located rose the country.

Poet resters would be collocated with
university.

Division Director. Imatititiosal gesourcee
Salary, OS -1) equivalent.
Determines budgets for the MD enters.

Casters Progionllesaper
Salary: um-is to es -16 equivalent.
Total of eis is the division.
impounds ter aanagina the centers'
programs.

C00111104tO with tha Deputy Division
Directors for Planing.

Tramiel Freitag Manager
Salary: 05-13 to GI-16 equivalent.
Total of three is the division.
Iseponsible for Unaging the traisine
propos.

Cooed aaaaa with the PtOltda Directors
is the divisions.

AOSOtltO Probe. Directon Anacleto Prot as ft
Salon: 0-1S to 01i-14 aqui:alum. Salary: 0 -IS equivalent.
Total of 23 in the division. Total of 41 in the division.
Menage SAD activity in an sniped subject Nonage MD in an assigned subject arse

Inn. area overlapped to feel lateractiou.

gsview Panels
Salary: Per dins plus travel expenn.
Total of 12 pools is the division.
'aperients is oierstion research.
Consultmon to th Associate Program

Directors to evaluating the division's
program and eel:mins projects.

Inecutive Ad:Menet'
Salary: CS-11 to CM -12 equivalent.
Total of five or sin is the division,

one for every two review panels.
lespossible for hailing; the bolus,
affairs of the review simile.

P lantes Staff
Salary: 01 -13 to M-14 equivalent.
Toga of two per program.
background is ressrch and/or resource

allocation analysis.
Saporta to Dingy for Pluming.

Review P
salarer dies:plus travel espoeses.
Total of 24 noels is the division.
bePerlone in educational research or prunes.
Consultants to the Assecisto Program Dirters

in evaluate" the division's program: and
selecting projects.

g mentive Assiglynt0
Salary: CO-11 to OS-12 equivalent.
Total of 11 or 12 is the &nein, sea

for every two review noels.
Issposeiblo for bandit:Rs the bunters affairs
of the review easels.
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Table 21 (Continued)

Promos Pinson%
A statement of brood research
priontios. especially sew
Initiatives seeded. would be pre-
pared annually by the 111111the
Deputy.

Misdate Program Directors would
!solemn the piss by recrultins
researchers.

Patron Dcvelessat
Poo t essevation. Project idea

d be generated by ladivideal
vesearebere ma 'Omitted ter
teediag.

ballot Selectioe. Maniere
P rogram Directors would mat twice
*year with ma of the renew mental
to discuss which proposals nond
be tadel.

Ambecien Orono Directors would
that select the Proae to be
loaded.

Preggse Svelustice
Pagan entwine* would be
evaluated periodically (ter sample.
e very five yea*) by the Ottice of
P almettos is the Office et the
Director.

Proms Pleads&
Pei program would prepare a astemost
of its objectives mmeally. sees is
specific term ad some is gossal
term.

Program plats would be implemented
by dieseasating PAD objectives
e nd rectultia IAD penmen ia
scanty area.

Profane Develemeset

lytierelece. generous woad
greats project idea, 'ditch nosed
to the OAD objectives sad srlalt thee
ter /undies.

Ilavalfulect:a. assonate Program
reD ictors would sat twice a year with

ere at Cho review peals te armies
Aldo proposals shield be testa.

fasciae Prows Directors woad than
select the proposals to be faded.

Project Nesitoring. Selected projects
woad be closely emeitered ter'* -
straw prowess.

etAle!tdeb-ASIL.M.-1-
rostaMWIetess would be evaluated

periodically (hot example every five
yens) by the Office of lunation
is the Office of the Director.

12.111M141as 11rater goad with
with Plaring agates of the
other divine's to datendas Met
saw cantata as seeded end that
the prioritise tor sainted emotes"
ahead be.

N eeds for Stabling projects wield

be dsternisad by the ether Masten.

J19112.1111Preerallp

Print Gesarpfigeo Coney Paean
Directors wield organ* the melees
of saw 1111) cotters.

Stalely project" wield be stieslated
by Panes Directors is the ether
divans' to nest their prienty
seeds. Others wield be misitted
unsolicited.

Uvrkc_Ktgjnp,. Sestet budgets
establinednimmenally

by the Division Streeter.

All treats' proposals with a dams
for tundisaweeld be mat te es/1
reviewers.

The !catalog Pageallitteetele
would donna* the list of palest'
to be supported but momposi to
the mode stated by the ether
divans".

haluad
Illeffeester meld be rigersisly
evaluated every tee pease. The
diastole woad allies eitervisiting
peseta if Meador, ad soagr
sent esparto.

!raisins activities meld be
evaluated periodically by the
011ie, of Salsetion is the Weiss
of the Director.
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PLANS FOR ORGANIZING THE R&D PERFORMER COMMUNITY

The final basic element of the NIE's design is a plan for organ-

izing the R&D performer community for maximum effect on educational

practice. Studies of R&D suggest; that R&D organizations have to make

four basic choices in deciding how to organize their performer

communities. '

1. How will high technical quality be ensured in the R&D

conducted?

2. How will the educational R&D conducted be made relevant

to practice?

3. How will the R&D results achieved be translated into changes

in educational practice?

4. How will constituency support for R&D be established in

the user and the R&D communities?

The model behind these choices is that educational R&D will have a

net effect on educational practice in proportion to its technical quality,

relevance, fltilizarinn in practice, and amount of public support. Public

-support certainly will be contingent on the demonstrated technical quality,

relevance, and use made of the educational R&D supported by NIE, but this

demonstration will probably require a long period of time. In the mean-

while, direct steps to build public support for educational R&D can be

taken.

As employed here, the term "technical quality" means, in a general

sense, the magnitude of the increase in technical knowledge and capability

produced by an R&D achievement, disregarding its potential or actual

effect on practice. Using an economist's jargon and concepts loosely,.

the increase in technical quality produced by an R&D achievement is

the amount by which it "moves the educational production function

outward." Both scientific advances in pure understanding and educational

developments qualify as increases in technical quality. The term

"technical rigor,":which is sometimes used-synonymoUsly with technical

quality, describes instead a means to achieving higher technical quality.



"Relevance" is more simply defined as the potential that an R&D

achievement has for affecting educational practice. Thus, an educa-

tional achievement can represent a sizeable increase in technical

quality without being very "relevant" to educational practice.

Each of the four choices above can be made in a number of ways.

Thus, there are in theory a large number of plans for organizing the

R&D performer community. The number can be reduced, however, by

selecting a few that are judged most distinct from each other and

that are apparently useful in educational R&D.

No single plan can be presented as superior, for there are many

reasons for and against each of the ways of making the four basic

Choices and very little consensus on which of these reasons are

most important in educational R&D. These different ways of making

the four basic choices represent, in effect, different schools of

thought on what should be emphasized in organizing the R&D performer

community. Each school accepts an internally consistent system of

beliefs and acts accordingly,. but the beliefs of one schoorconflict

with the beliefs in the other schools. This is an important point,

for there are numerous apparent conflicts in deciding how to organize

the R&Dcrirmunity, Formulating these conflicts as choices emphar"---

clearly that there is no single best way to resolve thek. Either

explicitly or implicitly, the NIE will have to make its choices with-

out being able to utilize many scientific findings. Some possible

ways of making these choices are discussed in the following subsec-

tions.

Achieving R &D of High Technical Quality

One.way(or policy) that could be used to achieve high technical

'quality in conducting R&D would be for NIE managers to concentrate on

building strong peer groups within the educational community and to

separate them institutionally from the user community. NIE managers

would view their primary role as finding and developing "good people,"

directing groups of them into working on a limited number of "solvable"

problems, and, in general, facilitating the development of interactions

and cohesiveness within these groups. The managerial devices that

could be employed include stressing the recruitment of highly qualified

R&D performers from all disciplines into educational R &D,.'running



frequent workshops to bring members of the group together to work on

issues, fostering collaborative research, coupling R&D training

closely to specific research projects, using peer panels for many R&D

management tasks, and so on. The NIE would rely on the peer groups

through their usual methods as the primary means of establishing and

enforcing high technical standards of R&D performance.

These peer groups would also be considered the most effective

way of generating fundamentally new ideas for education, and these

ideas would be considered essential for ultimately achieving significant

improvements in educational practice. It would be believed that most

of these ideas have been tried and seem to make little difference.
**

A second policy choiCe'would be for NIE to concentrate on

identtfying technically significant educational R&D that should be

done and give little direct concern to building strong peer groups in the lifil%

performer community. Instead, R&D performers would be found largely

on a project-by-project basis both by solicited and unsolicited

methods. The belief would be that peer groups could not be made

strong enough in educational R&D in the near future to set high enough

technical standards with sufficient uniformity. High technical

standards would be established internally and enforced externally by

evaluating carefully prepared project plans. Many pilot studies would

be funded as the principal means of supporting R&D performers to develop

these detailed project plans.

Under this second policy, NIE would believe that a broad knowledge

base is essential to long-run success in solving educational problems,

butwould believe that enough is already known to enable solutions of

sufficiently high technical quality to be found now ti these'

problems. Therefore, less emphasis would be placed on the primacy of

generating fundamentally new, educationally relevant ideas as necessary

for solving significant practical problems.

*
W. 0. Hagstram, The Scientific Community, Basic Books, New

York, 1965.
**
H. A. Averch, S. J. Carroll, T. S. Donaldson, H. J. Kiesling,

J. Pincus, How Effective is Schooling?--A Critical Review and Syn-
thesis of Research Findings, The Rand Corporation, R-956-PCSF/RC,
March 1972.



A third policy could be to put less emphasis on the need for

research knowledge as a prerequisite for important advances in educe-

timalB&D and to rely more on supporting clever inventors working

in an actual educational environment to achieve significant educational

advances. Adoption of this policy would follow from the observation that

significant change in education can occur without waiting for the results

of R&D, as it has in many other fields. The intuitive creators among

educational practitioners and others have produced many educational

innovations and more will appear wit'':, or without the basic understand-

ing that can only be. provided by R&D. Many of these innovations have

been put into widespread practice, but often they have been adopted

without an adequate understanding of their long-term effects or their

relationship to educational goals. This lack of understanding leads to

perpetual change without improvement, and can often result in difficulties

in replication. A principal role for educational R&D in this policy,

then, would be to discipline the inventors and the change process by

evaluating which innovations produce valid inprovements. Three means

of establishing this discipline would be used. First, some R&D would

be merged with the invention and change process by having high - quality

researchers teamed with inventors in the design phases, creating educa-

tional improvements to inject the findings of research into the invention

process. And, second, educational improvements would be subjected to

xigdrous evaluative research throughout the time of their development.

Both of these means would have the effect of eliminating much of the

institutional separation between the R&D community and the user community

that would occur with the first two policies. The result would be

what might be called a sizeable component of "action research" in the

R&D performer community--R&D performers working with inventors in the

user community. A third means of enforcing discipline on the inventive

activity would be for NIE to support a sizeable component of more

conventional R&D as a source of criticism and ideas for the inventive

A.R.J.P. Ubbelohde, "The Beginning of Change from Craft Mystery
to Science as a Basis for Technology," Charles Singer, et. al. (eds.),
A History of Technology, Vol. IV, The Industrial Re "lution, c. 1750
to c. 1850, Oxford University Press, 1958; D. J. deSolla Price, "Is
Technology Historically Independent of Science?" Technology and Culture,
Vol. 6, Fall 1965; and J. Ben-David, "Roles and Innovations in Medicine,"
American Journal of Sociology, Vol. 65, May 1960, pp. 557-568.
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Table

SUMMARY OF PLANS

Plans for" Organizing

Choices Build R&D Resources

Achieve R&D of high technical

Conduct relevant R&D

Implement the results of R&D .

Build constituency for R&D

Build strong peer groups in the R&D performer
community. Rely primarily on peer group
.processes for generating project ideas and
setting technical standards of performance.

Emphasize the importance of generating fundamentall
new ideas to being able to achieve significant
improvements in educational practice.

*Institutionalize interactions between the peer
groups in the R&D community and users in
judiciously chosen ways.

Build a single institutional network in the user
community for connecting the R&D and user com-
munities.

Do not advocate an approach to solving an education
problem until R&D performers are agreed on its
merit.

Distribute R&D resources regionally in the. form of'
institutional grants.
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Table 8

SUMMARY OF PLANS FOOWARIZING THE R&D PERFORMER COMMUNITY

Plans for Organizing the R&D Performer CommUnity

ld R&D Resources Produce R&D Results

g peer groups in the R&D performer
Rely primarily on peer group

for generating project ideas and
technical standards of performance.
the importance of generating fundamentally

to being able to achieve significant
ts in educational practice.

alize interactions between the peer
the R&D community and users in

ly chosen ways.

gle institutional network in the user
for connecting the R&D and user comr

cate an approach to solving an education:'
ntil R&D pc rmers are agreed on its

R&D resources regionally in the form of
onal grants.

Identify technically significant educa-
tional R&D internally to the NIE. Find
performers for this R&D in the external

performer community.
Enforce high technical standards externally
by carefully evaluating detailed project
plans.

Undertake solving practical problems
immediately, assuming that enough know-
ledge is available.

.Detect and diagnose problems in the user

community
Analyze and plate for the knowledge, develop-
ment, and reform needed to resolve the
problem.

Allocate tasks to the R&D performer community.

Use a variety cf mechanisms for linking R&D
R&D with users and for linking users with
R&D.

Use the best mechanism for each kind of

situation.

Do not advocate an approach to solving a
problem until R&D performers are agreed
on its merit.

Announce a strong NIE commitment to directly
solving practical problems.
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Dearat/ZING THE R&D PERFORMER COMMUNITY

the R&D Performer Community

Produce R&D Results Support Disciplined Change

Identify technically significant educa-
tional R&D internally to the NIE. Find
performers for this R&D in the external
performer community.

Enforce high technical standards externally
by carefully evaluating detailed project
plans.

Undertake solving practical problems
immediately, assuming that enough know-
ledge is available.

Detect and diagnose problems in the user

community
Analyze and plan for the knowledge, develop-
ment, and reform needed to resolve the

problem.
Allocate tasks to the R&D perforld.r community.

Use a variety of mechanisms for linking R&D
R&D with users and for linking users with
R&D.

Use the best mechanism for each kind of
situation.

Do not advocate an approach to solving a
problem until R&D performers are agreed
on its merit.

Announce a strong NIE commitment to directly
solving practical problems.

Rely heavily upon intuitive and creative
inventors for achieving significant educa-
tional developments, assuming that a broad
knowledge base is not needed for invention
to be successful.

Discipline the inventive process (1) by sub-
jecting creations to rigorous evaluative
research, and, also (2) by independently
supporting conventional R &D in the same.
subject areas.

Support a cumulative sequence of increasingly
laiger, experimental, educational interven-
tions as the principal innovative activity.

In intervening, be guided by long-range
objectives, but plan incrementally based on
results achieved and opportunities encounte
ed.

Use R&D to guide the invention and change
process toward the areas of greatest need
and opportunity.

Continue enlarging the sequence of interven
tions, but shift from experimentation to
replication in the mature (later) stages of

development.
Use other means as needed.

Organize the R&D performer and user communiti
to support an experimental intervention eve
before it is proved.

Announce a strong NIE commitment to directly
solving practical problems.

t.
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activities. To ensure the independence ofthis criticism and these

ideas, this conventional R&D activity would be organizationally

insulated from the rest of NIE's activities. The principal distinc-

tions of this policy for obtaining educational R&D of high technical

quality is to allow the ideas and insights of inventors to be a .

principal directional guide for the NIE's activities, but to discipline

this process by exposing its products to various forms of independent

analysis. This is almost the reverse of the linear model of the R&D

process where research leads to development which leads to implementation.

Each of these three policies for achieving R&D of high technical

quality is summarized in Table 8. The choices are listed under one of

three plans for organizing the R&D performer community. These plans

will be completed by specifying policies for the three other choices

involved in a plan for organizing the R&D performer community.

It should not be inferred from this discussion that choosing

one policy precludes even partial use of any of the alternative

policies that could have been chosen. On the contrary, in implement-

ing any plan, some policies of the other plans would probably be

adopted tc °cm.' axt1'nt.

This analysis deals with what could be emphasized in a plan in

distinction to the other plans. For example, in the second policy

discussed above, technical standards are set by evaluating carefully

prepared project plans. Any organization adopting this policy would,

to some extent, also follow the first policy of building peer groups

within the R&D community, but would not consider it as important a

means of ensuring technical quality as evaluating carefully prepared

project plans. Procedures for implementing these emphases are presented

in Sections III through V.

Increasing the Relevance of R&D

One policy that could be followed to increase the relevance of

the R&D conducted to the problems of users would be to institu-

tionalize appropriate interactions between (peer) groups in the R&D

community and the user community or representatives from the user

community at judiciously selected points. This could be accomplished

partly by building strong R&D institutions in all subject areas

important to education and by linking these institutions' with each



other, with the users of R&D, and with R&D performers outside the

institutional network. This network of R&D institutions, which could

undertake a range of activities from fundamental research to imple-

mentation, would be viewed by the NIE as the core of the educational

R&D community.

Another means of providing contact between different groups

could be to sponsor conferences and workshops structured to fill

selected needs. Other means could also be used.

A second policy for increasing the relevance of R&D activities

would be for the NIE to assume major responsibility for detecting

and diagnosing educational problems and for guiding and frequently

directing the educational R&D community into working on these problems.

Al multiple partnership would be visualized: The NIE would analyze

problems and allocate tasks to the R&D performer community; the R&D

community would perform these tasks; and the practitioner community

would implement the results of R&D.

A third policy for increasing the relevance of R&D is com-

patible with the third policy for achieving high technical quality

improvements through R&D. A likely approach would be to spend a

substantial portion of R&D resources on experimental, edUcational

interventions in actual environments. These interventions would be

staged to proceed from small-scale, conceptualizing activities at one

site to increasingly larger, more comprehensive activities at numerous

sites. Each site would have its own R&D component. Adjustments based

on both intuition and quantitative measurement would be made iteratively

at and during each stage to improve the effect of the intervention.

The precision of measurement might be weak at first, but would become

increasingly refined in the later stages of development.. Many of

these sites would, in turn, be multiplied to stimulate further

disciplined change and continually improve the effect of the inter-

vention.

The NIE would believe that the data produced by these experi-

mental activities is less important than the experiences and subjective

knowledge gained by those conducting the activities. These personnel

would use their experiences and subjective knowledge to suggest im-

provements in the intervention and to train others in its application..



Data would be considered important for preventing unwarranted

conclusions from being drawn from the intervention activities.

In the mature or later stages of development of an interven-

tion, reducing the operating cost and increasing the transferability

of an intervention would be increasingly important objectives. An

entire development sequence would be expected to take 10 years or

more in a typical case, and great effort would be exerted to support

an intervention through difficult periods.

Program planning would be characteristically incremental and

not elaborate. Hierarchies of objectives would not be formulated to

rationalize programs. Broad objectives would be stated and under-

stood as general directions for R&D activities, but planning within

these objectives would be incremental from year to year. The successes

and failures of the past year's activities, in addition to new oppor-

tunities, would suggest shifts in emphasis and tactics for the next

year. These three policies are also summarized in Table 8.

Implementing R&D Results

The next choice in planning the organization of the MD-community

--a policy for implementing R&D results - -will be treated briefly,

since this study is primarily concerned with the organization and

management of R&D and not the conversion of R&D results into wide-

spread educational change.

One possible policy would be to spend most of education's

resources for implementation on a single, large, institutional .

infrastructure that links practitioners and other users with R&D.

The system would have to be complex and comprehensive to connect

completely with the widely distributed and highly varied educational

system. The extension agent system developed by the Department of

Agriculture is a good example of an implementation system consistent

with this policy.

Another policy could be to emphasize the need for a variety of

often institutionally separate linkage mechanisms in both directions

between the R&D community and the user community. Linkages would be

considered necessary in one direction to distribute the products and
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knowledge gained from R&D to the user community. Linkages would be

considered necessary in the other direction to obtain feedback on the

effectiveness of solutions made available to the user community and

to keep informed of actual problems there. There would be a strong

emphasis on the need to have a great variety of linkage and implemen-

tation mechanisms on hand so that the best mechanism would be available

for each kind of situation. Many of these mechanisms would only be

used temporaiily.

A third policy for implementation is a natural extension of the

third policy for increasing the relevance of R&D. The R&D approach

of staging a multiplicative sequence of experimental interventions

could in time lead to implementing the experimental interventions

as local practices at a large number of sites across the country.

To an increasing degree, these later-generation sites could become

parent sites (or centers) for organizing and managing the replication

of the intervention at other sites near and similar to the parent

sites.

Building Constituency for R&D

The policy naPd to build constituency for R&D is an extretely

important and complicated one for the NIE to consider, but only three

aspects will be considered here. Other aspects of a policy for

building constituency should be carefully studied by the NIE,

especially through careful examination of policies that other R&D

organizations have followed.

One aspect is whether or not an approach to an R&D program will

be advocated vigorously in the R&D performer and user community before

R&D has proven the worth of the approach. As used here, advocacy

refers to a limited range of activities: actions undertaken to

organize support in the user community and also in the R&D performer

community in favor of a particular program approach before the R&D

community has reached full consensus that the approach is a good one.

H.!R. House, The Development of Educational Programs, Advocacy
in a Non-Rational ;,Systeni., Center for Instruction and Curriculum-

Evaluation, November 1970.



The traditional norm in the R&D performer community is strongly

.againit advocacy because of the pressures it usually generates to

cut corners in the deiign of R&D projects.

The question of whether or not to emphasize advocacy is most

important when conducting experimental interventions in actual

educational environments. In running a voucher experiment, for

example, the traditional R&D position would, in simplified terms,

. be strongly in favor of random selection of a site for the experiment,

unobtrusively measuring the pretest conditions, setting up an office

to distribute vouchers and then measuring post-test conditions,

all without other exogenous influences of the federal government.

Conversely, the advocate's position would be to do some preliminary

organizing to find sites where there was greater potential support

for the intervention, choose the sites with the greatest likelihood

of initial success, and then work with R&D and user community

groups before and during the intervention to organize more support

for it. The advocate's belief is that although his activities may

sometimes force a sacrifice in experimental design, the gain'in

support tc continue the experiment will more than compensate for

the loss.

Any program, of course, will be a compromise between these two

pocitions. But, where the balance is struck - -on the side of advocacy

or onthe side of pure experimental design - -determines whether or

not an advocacy policy will be chosen.

Because of their background and training, few R&D performers

will excell in the advocate's role; thus, the NIE would need to

employ personnel with non-R&D backgrounds to ensure favoring a

policy of advocacy over one of "pure" experimental research. Back-

grounds that are more likely to be appropriate are law, polities,

and community organization.

Another aspect of constituency building is the extent to

which, R&D support is distributed regionally in some form of an

institutional. grant. The experience. of several R&D agencies is

that a sizeable institutional grant program on a national scale

apparently causes strong constituency support from users and other

political sources.
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A third aspect of constituency support especially in the

current political climate for R&D is size of the commitment

announced to solving important, practical education problems.

Summary

All the policies discussed above are grouped in Table 8 under

three plans for organizing the R&D performer community. The policies

have been selected in each plan to reinforce one another so that the

combination of the policies produces plans that are maximally dis-

tinct and internally consistent.

Build R&D Resources. The first plan, which will be called

the Build-R&D-Resources plan, uses the first policy for each of the

first three choices outlined above and the non-advocacy and institu-

tional grant policies for the fourth choice. The common theme among

these policies is to improve the process by which educational R&D is

conducted. These means of improving the process include improving

the quality of perionnel performing educational R&D, improving the

pattern of interactions among them, and improving the system of R&D

institutions. With this plan, NIE management would view its prinary

purpose.as building a reservoir of knowledge, ideas, and products

useful in improving education. NIE management would not be primarily

and directly concerned with the exact substance of R&D on a project -

by-project basis. Instead, NIE managers would focus on iiproving

the infrastructure for conducting educational R&D in such ways that

the resources available from the educational R&D community are more

extensive and useful to others. The NIE would believe that the

primary concern of R&D management should be personnel and institu-

tional development rather than the particular problems solved and

the R&D results obtained.

Of the existing agencies, this plan is followed partly by

the National Institute of. Dental Research and the National Institute

of Child Health and Human Development in the National Institutes of

Health, and more closely by the Department of Agriculture's Coopera-

tive State Research Service, which manages the State Agricultural

Experiment Stations.
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Produce R&D Results. The second plan, which will be called the

.Produce -R &D- Results plan, uses the second policy 'for each of the first

three choices discussed above and the non - advocacy and pxobleursolving

policies for the fourth choice. The common theme among these is an

orderly approach to R&D management and organization where the NIE

would, to a much greater extent than in the .first plan, control the

substance of R &D and be directly concerned with its effectiveness

in producing results useful to educational policymakers and practi-

tioners. This is an output-oriented plan compared to the first one,

which is input-oriented. More precise division of tasks into subtasks

would be made. To the maximum extent practicable, the progression

of ideas from conception to.implementation would be carefully orchestrated,

with efficient allocation of resources as a primary concern. Problems

would be decomposed into requirements for knowledge, development, and

reform, and resources would be allocated for "maximum" payoff. Evalu-

ating the progress of R&D programs and redirecting effort toward more

promising areas of study would be important management activities.

Characteristic of this plan for organizing the R &D community, the

NIE would take pride in its managerial competence.

This plan is followed most closely by some industrial R&D

laboratories; in government it is used by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's Goddard Space Flight Center.

Support Disciplined Change. The third plan for organizing the

R&D performer community, which will be called the Support -Disciplined -

Change plan, uses the third policy for each of the first three choices

and'the advocacy and problem-solving policies for the fourth choice.

The common theme among these policies is that the NIE would integrate

the educational R&D process with the more general educational change

process--a change-oriented philosophy that is neither totally output-

oriented nor totally input-oriented.

This plan would be viewed as a way of coping with the extreme

complexity of educational phenomena and the difficult problems of

educational goals, attitudes, and local circumstances. These dif-

ficulties would be considered greater in education than in many other

fields, calling for different ways of organizing the R&D community.

The plan would be considered a means of leap-frogging some of these

difficulties--by relying more heavily on inventive processes for NIE's
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direction and creating educational advances and using R&D primarily as

an evaluative check on and a guide for the inventive processes.

In our judgment, the Office of Child Development most closely

follows this plan for organizing the R&D performer community.

ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES FOR ORGANIZING AND MANAGING THE NIE

The five design elements just presented can be combined in a

number of ways to generate alternative strategies for organizing

and managing the NIE. Each strategy consists of a particular choice

for each of these design elements:

o A set of priorities among the R&D objectives,

o A division of responsibility,

o An, organizational structure,

o A management style for each major unit, and

o A plan for organizing the R&D performer community.

Not all of the alternative strategies which can be generated,'

however, are compatible combinations of the elements. Many can be

eliminated on reasonable grounds, leaving a limited number of

Combinations as attractive strategies for organizing and managing

the NIE.

The determining factor in a combination of design elements is

the plan for organizing the BM performer community. Once this plan

has been selected, only certain ways of choosing some of the other

design elements are compatible with that plan.

Strategy I Based on the Build-R&D-Resources Plan

Management Styles. If NIE adopted the Build-R&D-Resources plan

for organizing the R&D performer community, choosing the less-directed

management styles would be more desirable than choosing the more-

directed management styles. Using the less-directed management styles

is congruent with the policies of building strong peer groups, relying

on these peer groups to set technical standards, and building regional



R&D institutions. These policies and their implications for selecting

management styles are listed in Table 8a. For example, 'crie important

way of building peer groups--attracting highly qualified R&D performers

froi other fields into educational R&D--would probably be much easier

if NIE allows its extramural performers greater freedom tc choose the

substance of their work. The amount ofreedom will be in inverse

proportion to the control that NIE exerts over the content of R&D,

or, equivalently, the directiveness of the management styles employed.

R&D Objectives. If NIE adopted the Build-R&D-Resources plan,

the R&D objectives that would be emphasized are fundamental research

(Objective III), R&D manpower improvement (Objective VI), and

institutional development (Objective VII). Objective III would be

emphasized as a primary source of fundamentally new ideas; R&D

manpower improvement as a means of building R&D peer groups; and

institutional development as a means of forming an infrastructure

for educational R&D. Again these choices are indicated in Table 8a

under the column for the Build-R&D-Resources plan. The problemr'

solving objective (Objective I) would be deemphasized on the grounds

that the knowledge base is too weak for effective problem - solving

activity (see Table 8a). The policy studies objective (Objective V)

would also be deemphasized since problemrsolving is deemphasized

(policy studies would be a primary source of ideas for problem-

solving programs) and since the less-directed management styles,

which involve less concern for "optimal" resource alloration, ire

implied for use with the Build-R&D-Resources plan.

Organizational Structure. The implications for NIE's organiza-

; tional structure of choosing the Build-R&D-Resources plan are not as

strong as for management styles or R&D objectives, but the general

policy of being concerned with the process by which educational

R&D is conducted--the linkages among peer groups and between peer

groups and users--fits well with the concept of a linked organi-

zational structure. The mechanisms of coordination in the linked

atructure (collocation and use of neutral coordinators) can be
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Table

'SUMMARY OF COMPATIBLE COMBINATIONS OF DESI

Plans for. Organizing the

Choices Build R&D Resources

Achieve R&D of high technical
quality.

Conduct relevant R&D

Implement the results of
R&D (omitted)

Build constituency for R&D

Implications for Policy
Research Objective

Implications for organilational
structure

Build strong peer groups in the R&D performer
community.

Requires the Use-directed management styles.
Inrplies emphasizing the manpower, training objectives.
Rely primarily on peer group processes for generating
project ideas and setting technical standards of
performance.

Emphasize the importance of generating fundamentally
new ideas to being able to achieve significant
improvements in educational practice.

Implies emphasizing the fundamental research objecti
and; also, research within the practice-oriented
R&D objective.

1MpZies deemphasizing problem-solving.

Institutionalize interactions between peer groups
in the R&D community and users in judiciously
chosen ways.

Implies emphasizing the institutional develovment
objective.

Argues for using the linked organizational structure.

Do not advocate an approach to solving an educational
problem.

Distribute R&D resources regionally in the form of
institutional grants.

Implies using the decentralized style for managing
.extramural ROD institutions.

Policy research deemphasized since (1) the less-
directed management styles are implied, and (2)
problem-solving is deemphasized.

Not matrix because less-directed management styles
don't require ready access to .a wide range of
internal management and technical expertise.
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Table 8a -17

tumktily OF COMPATIBLE COMBINATIONS OF DESIQUMENTS IN DESIGNING STRATEGIES FOR NIE

Plans for, Organizing the R&D Performer Community

Build R&D Resources Produce R&D Results

ld strong peer groups in the R&D performer
ommunity.
uires the less-directed mznagement styles.
lies emphasizing the manpower training objectives.
y primarily on peer group processes for generating
roject ideas and setting technical standards of
erformance.
hasize the importance of generating fundamentally
ew ideas to being able to achieve significant
mprovements in educational practice.
lies emphasizing the fundamental research objective
nd, also, research within the practice-oriented
&D objective.
lies deemphasizing problem-solving.

titutionalize interactions between peer groups

n the R&D community and users in judiciously

hosen ways.
ties emphasizing the institutional development

bjective.
wet) for using the linked organizational structure.

mot advocate an approach to solving an educational

toblem.
tribute R&D resources regionally in the form of

institutional grants.
lies using the decentralized style for managing

Oramural R&D institutions.

ecy research deemphasized since (1) the less-

Lrected management styles are implied, and (2)

moblem-solving is deemphasized.

matrix because Zess-directed management styles

Pn't require ready access to .a wide range of

,ternal management and technical expertise.

Identify technically significant
educational R&D internally to the
NIE. Find performers for this
R&D in the external performer com-
munity.

Enforce high technical standards

externally by carefully evaluating
detailed prbject plans.

Implies the more directed management
styles.

Undertake solving practical, educa-
tional problems immediately.

Implies emphasizing problem-solving
or practice-oriented R &D
objectives..

Detect and diagnose problems in the
user community.

Analyze and plan for the knowledge,
development, and-reform needed to
resolve the problem.

Allocate tasks to the R&D performer
community.

Alt three entries above imply
emphasizing the problem-solving
objective and using the more
directive management styles.

Do not advocate an approach to solving
an educational problem.

Announce a strong NIE cimmitment to
directly solving practical problems.

Policy research strongly emphasized
to support problem-solving and the more
directed management styles

Matrix preferred because more directive
management styles require ready
access to a wide range of internal
managerial and technical expertise.
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IGNAIMMS IN DESIGNING STRATEGIES FOR NIE

s.

ng

R&D Performer Community

Produce R&D Results

Identify technically significant
educational R&D internally to the
NIE. Find performers for this
R&D in the external performer com-
munity.

Enfoice high technical standards
externally by carefully evaluating
detailbd project plans.

Irq lies the more directed management
styles.

Undertake solving practical, educa-
tional problems immediately.

Implies emphasizing problem-solving
or practice-oriented R&D
objectives.

Detect and diagnose problems in the
user community.

Lnalyze and plan for the knowledge,
development, and reform needed to
resolve the problem.

Allocate tasks to the R&D performer
community.

All three entries above imply
emphasizing the problem-solving
objective and using the more
directive'management styles.

Do not advocate an approach to solving
an educational problem.

Announce a strong NIE commitment to
directly solving practical problems.

Policy research strongly emphasized

to support problem-solving and the more
directed management styles

Matrix preferred because more directive
management styles require ready
access to a wide range ofinternal
managerial and technical expertise.

Support Disciplined Change

Rely heavily upon intuitive and creative
inventors for achieving significant educa-
tional developments.

Implies emphasizing practice- oriented R&D.
Discipline the inventive process (1) by

evaluative research and (2) by independent
R&D.

IMplies fundamental research and practice-
oriented R&D should not be deemphasized.

Amber 2 implies dividing by R&D objectives
and supporting a number of quasi - independent
R&D institutes.

Support a cumulative sequence of increasingly
larger, experimental educational interven-
tions.

In intervening be guided by long-range objectives,
but plan incrementally.

Implies not using the most directive management
styles.

Use R&D to guide the invention process to
areas of greatest need and opportunity

Organize the R&D performer and user communities
to support an experimental intervention.

Announce a strong NIE commitment to directly
solving practical problems.
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extended easily from application strictly internal to NIE to use in

building linkages in the external community. Personnel from separate

R&D institutions supported by NIE could be selectively collocated

and neutral coordinators from NIE could work in the extramural community,

as well as within the NIE. In addition, the generally concordant style

of personnel relations implicit in the Build-R&D-Resources plan is

congruent with the style of coordination in a linked organization.

The matrix organizational structure id less attractive for use

with the Build-R&D-Resources plan than the linked structure. The

matrix structure cannot be extended as easily to the extramural

community since multiple work assignments which are the key coordina-

tire mechanisms in the matrix structure would be inconvenient if done

on large scale. The matrix structureis more appropriate when the more

directed management styles are used. These styles require ready access

to a wide range of internal managerial and technical expertise. The

matrix structure provides this access in a direct way through multiple

work assignments.

The linear structure could also be used with the Build-R&D-Resources

plan, but would not provide the capability for bridPinE barriers ninon!

NIE's internal, organizational units that is provided by the more

complex organizational structures, linked and matrix.

Division of Responsibility. Of the two most attractive ways of

dividing responsibility, organizing by R&D objective is probably

more advantageous for the Build-R&D-Resources plan than organizing

by subject area. 'Dividing responsibility by R&D objectives produces

an:organization in which the major units are aligned with different

categories of R&D performers (fundamental researchers, developers

and evaluators, policy researchers, and so on), which allows each unit

to maximize its attractiveness to a selected category of R&D performers.

As previously mentioned, this is important in the Build-R&D-Resources

plan. Dividing by subject areas would mean that each unit would have

to support several R&D objectives, which would force each unit to

attract R&D performers from several categories. To appeal to these
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several categories, compromises eeculd have to be made in the selection

of the professional background of unit leadership and in managerial

policies, and this would tend to inhibit NIE's ability to compete

with other R&D organizations for.the most highly qualified R&D talent.

Strategy II Based on the Produce-R&D-Results Plan

Management Styles. If NIE adopted the Build-R&D-Resources plan,

use of the more directed management styles would be implied. The

policies of identifying technically significant activities internally,

and detecting, diagnosing, and decomposing problems both imply strong

ME control over the content of R&D, which requires using the more

directed management styles.

R&D Objectives. If NIE adopted the Produce-R&D-Results plan,

the problem - solving objective (Objective I) would be emphasized to

reinforce the policy chosen for achieving relevance in educational

R&D--detecting problems, decomposing problems, and allocating tasks

to the R&D community. An emphasis on problem - solving is also con-

sistent with the choice of assuming that enough knowledge is avail-

able for the direct solution of practical problems to be undertaken

(see Table 8a). Another priority would be policy studies (Objective V)

to support problem- solving and the more directed management styles.

The objectives of manpower improvement and institutional development

(Objectives VI and VII) would probably be deenphasized to coincide

with the lack of emphasis in the policies of the Produce-R&D-Results

plan on building an infrastructure for educational R&D.

Organizational Structure. Internal coordination of the NIE is

tssential.with the Produce-R&D-Results plan, which suggests that

either the linked or matrix organizational structures would be used.

Internal coordination is essential because in the more directed

management styles used with the Produce-R&D-Results plan, more manage-

ment functions are performed internally, requiring greater access to

managerial and technical expertise. The matrix structure probably

provides a more direct method of internal coordination, since access

is provided directly through multiple assignments of work responsibility.

Therefore, the matrix structure is preferred.
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Division of Responsibility. Division of responsibility by R&D

objectives probably offers the greatest advantages for the matrix

structure for the reason discussed in the section entitled "Selecting

an Organizational Structure." Both high differentiation and high

integration are desirable in an organization, and division by R&D

objective ptovides higher differentiation than division by subject

area. Should a linear structure be used for some reason, dividing

responsibility by subject area would be advisable to facilitate

coordination among R&D objectives in supporting the problem-solving

objective. With this arrangement, problem-solving would be conducted

in most or all of the major units of organization.

Strategy III Based on the Support-Disciplined-Change Plan

Management Styles. If NIE adopted the Support-Disciplined7

Change plan for organizing the R&D community, using the most directed

management styles would be ruled out, for the policy of planning

incrementally, "based on results achieved and opportunities encountered,"

is incompatible with using a highly directed management style.

ALEgbjectives. The policies of emphasizing invention as the

means of creating significant educational advances and supporting

,cumulative sequences of experimental interventions imply that

practice-oriented R&D (Objective II), not fundamental research or

problem-solving, would be emphasized. The Support-Disciplined-Change

plan does not imply that any of the other R&D objectives would be

strongly emphasized or deenphasized.

Division of Responsibility. Dividing responsibility by R&D

objectives is probably best with the Support-Disciplined-Change plan

for two reasons. First, the plan implies that large-scale educational

interventions would be emphasized as an R&D activity, and these large-

scale interventions would tend to cut across the concerns of most

conceivable subject-area divisions. If responsibility were divided

by R&D objectivei, these large-scale projects could be managed by

one major unit under the objective to improve policies and practice

(Objective II), greatly facilitating coordination.



A second reason for organizing by R&D objectives is that the

intervention activity could be segregated into a major unit (or

units) of the organization. Another major unit could be dedicated to

short-range problem-solving, which would help to divert urgent tasks

from the intervention activity and maintain its integrity. Still

another major unit could be dedicated to conducting R&D in a more

purely scientific way, partly to serve as an evaluative check on the

intervention activity and partly to provide an independent source of

knowledge and ideas for the intervention activity. Both of these

factors are important parts of the Support-Disciplined-Change plan

for organizing the R&D community.

Organizational Structure. If dividing responsibility by R&D

objectives is adopted, the matrix or linked structures would probably

be most useful in that extra capability for coordination is provided,

but the Support-Disciplined-Change plan does not especially indicate

a need for strong internal coordination of the NIE. If considerations

other than those discussed in this report are important to the NIE

managers, the linear structure could probably be used without con-

tradicting the Support-Disciplined-Change plan.


